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Abstract 
 

This study examined the issues pertaining to the status and challenges of research practices in 

the context of the Ethiopian Federal Police Commission. A conceptual model derived from the 

review of literature that focuses on the organizational characteristics, external actors and 

research practices was used to guide this research. The qualitative approach was employed to 

collect and analyze data for the study. The data were collected through interviews with 

researchers and managers as well as document mining including research outputs and 

publications. The results of the data analysis showed that the commission is well organized and 

structured with its own policy frameworks and regulations and research infrastructure; however, 

there are limited research activities carried out by the commission to serve different purposes. 

As it was discussed under the conceptual model, the findings showed that the interaction between 

the internal and external environments on research activities seemed neglected. For this reason, 

the research activities were not extended in accordance with the national demand of the 

commission in terms of adequate human and financial resources. Even if there were research 

outputs undertaken by the organization within the past ten years, the amount is negligible and 

they were simply shelfed in the library. In addition, it is assumed that the commission was open 

for and ready to interact with outside nongovernmental bodies without any shared vision; 

however, most of the available collaborators‟ policies do not align with the mission of the 

commission and this caused the commission to be challenged by inadequacy of trained man-

power and scarcity of external funding sources. Moreover, the research policies and strategies 

were not designed in a way that they either attract or accommodate any external co-workers and 

collaborators without any shared visions. Implications and recommendations were suggested in 

accordance with the major findings. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background of the Study 

Organizational learning begins at birth and continues throughout its life. Over the years, 

organizations have developed systems of problem solving and innovation to provide their 

customers and the wider public with opportunities and settings to be satisfied in their products 

and services (Senge et al., 1999). 

 

In the ancient periods, people were very interested in maintaining problem solving, learning and 

innovation strategies through inventions, discoveries, and development of technologies. Many 

different cultures have had significant impacts upon technological advances whereas in current 

society when peoples are faced with a problem, they naturally search for an answer.  If they 

cannot find one, they will create another one using current knowledge. Nowadays, the practical 

and scientific relevance of research for the purpose of organizational problem solving is 

generally acknowledged (Huber, 1991). The essence of continual improvement is the ability to 

solve problems effectively. When an actual—or potential—problem crops up, its root cause is 

first identified, and action is taken to eliminate it. If an organization progressively seeks out and 

eliminates problems in this way, continual improvement results. 

 

In general, organizational research and its history are related to the creation of human beings. 

This is because research is a way of improving the lives of human beings throughout the history 

of human beings has sought solutions to their problems. According to Huber (1991), practical 

solutions to the problems of the wider public who are today cut off the joys of social and 

economic progress are, to some extent, achieved through research.  
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Since research is a means of improving the lives of the wider public, it should be given an 

important emphasis in the functions of public organizations. Beach (1980) argues that 

organizations are expected to undertake research activities in a way that helps them to make 

mission clear, resources aligned, operations transparent, strategy agile, managers accountable 

and efforts deliver results and all components of an organization should be supported by 

research. Because an organization needs to employ different knowledge strategies at different 

phases of business operations to fulfill its different knowledge needs and achieve its desired 

outcomes. In addition, there are significant relationships among knowledge strategies, phases, 

and characteristics. Therefore, this underlines the existence of research activities in organizations 

plays vital role on the fulfillment of their missions. 

 

The Ethiopian Federal Police Commission (hereinafter EFPC), which is the research setting to 

this study, is one of the law enforcement organizations in Ethiopia. It is located in Nifas Silk 

Lafto Sub-city, in front of Tegbare-id Poly Technique College, Addis Ababa. The EFPC was 

established in 1992 by the government of Ethiopia (Federal Police Commission Proclamation, 

313/2003) as an autonomous law enforcement organization having its own legal personality. It is 

a government funded law enforcement organization. Since its establishment, it has proved to be 

an autonomous federal government organ having its own legal personality. Currently, the 

commission has four main sectors: Crime prevention, Crime investigation, Human resources and 

Technology development and Education & Training sector which is called Ethiopian Police 

University College. At present EFPC is providing its services in a way that it can incorporate 

modern and multidisciplinary technologies and indoctrinates the internal and external 

environments of the organizations.  
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The legislation of the EFPC clearly stipulates the role of research in its services to the wider 

public in the country. Some of the fundamental duties of the commission‘s objectives are 

conducting and implementing studies that may contribute for the proper accomplishment of its 

mission and for improving the professional competence and services of the police. It includes 

collecting, analyzing and disseminating to the concerned organs country wide information on 

causes of crimes and traffic accidents; and collaborating with security organs in conducting 

studies, providing trainings and sharing information (EFPC Proclamation, No. 720/2011).  

 

This merely sets the base for the focus on the organizational research practices of the 

commission. The EFPC‘s strategic plan supports the mission by pointing out the importance of 

providing a system and environment conducive to all types of research, creative activities and 

dissemination of knowledge. This underlines the bases for streaming research into main task of 

the law enforcement organizations as it clearly sets the modalities for improved organizational 

services, positive image of the public on the police organizations, and enhanced societal 

involvement on the commission‘s endeavor of fulfilling its mission of ensuring the observance of 

the Constitution of the Federal democratic republic of Ethiopia and the laws enacted in 

accordance with the Constitution in general and in its Proclamation – 720/2011 in particular. 

1.2 Statement of the Problem 

The EFPC is one of the large-scaled federal law enforcement bodies which was established on 

the basis of its own rationale; i.e, ―…as an autonomous federal government organ having its own 

legal personality‖ and ―…to play its part in the national efforts to build democratic system, 

maintain peace and enhance development‖ as noted in its reorganizing proclamation on Article 

3/1. As we can see on the new Ethiopian Federal Police Proclamation 720/2011, the essence of 
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its establishment tends to imply the complexity of its service and having the burden of all 

Ethiopian citizens as follow (Ibid, Article 5). 

 

The Commission shall have the objective to maintain and ensure peace and security 

of the public and the state by respecting and ensuring the observance of the 

Constitution, the constitutional order and other laws of the country and by preventing 

and investigating crime through the participation of the public (Article 5).   
 

Based on these objectives the commission has about forty powers and duties issued by its new 

proclamation to be performed with huge number of employees which are composed of 

multidiscipline professionals (EFPC Proclamation 720/2011). Scholars suggest that large-scaled 

organizations need well organized research programs in order to improve the quality of public 

service rendered by them. In this regard, the ultimate aims of research activities in any type of 

organization are to improve the quality of service in order to address the needs of the public, and 

solve an array of business and organizational problems (Laycock, 2001),  as well as improve 

decision-making, as the business environment grows more complex (Cao et al, 1996). In the face 

of these recent developments, police research seems to be an instrument for both sides - for 

society to be informed about what is going on in the fields of policing, and for the police to do 

their job in a proper way. Research findings, scientific backgrounds, ways of thinking and 

analyzing have become invaluable for modern policing and the way the police are 

communicating with society. 

 

The commission is expected to perform research activities through its four main sectors such as 

human resources & technology development, criminal investigation, crime prevention and 

education & training sectors, and coordinates police officers to involve in the activities, and 

incorporates the findings in the functions of the four main sectors under the commission. It is, 

however, the researcher‘s assumption that even the police service is supported by research 

works, the research activities and any other services of the commission should be backed up by 
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ample research studies as much as it is expected at a large-scaled organization level. In this 

regard, studies were conducted by some researchers to fulfill such kind such kind of pending 

needs of the commission.  

Attempts were made to address some sorts of issues through current studies in relation to police 

services. An investigative research was conducted whether there is equity in the empowerment of 

women police officers compared to that of men police officers in the EFPC (Tekabo, 2010). As 

Tekabo concluded, the duties and roles of women police have been changed from time to time in 

the country. In addition, Alemayehu (2010) studied on the application of human rights principles 

in criminal investigation and concluded that there are some forms of human rights violation and 

recommended some possible remedial ideas. Moreover, the capability of personnel management 

of the EFPC was also evaluated by another researcher and implications and recommendations 

were forwarded to different addresses (Degu, 2010). There are many more studies that address 

different issues of the police service.  This implies that researchers are still showing their 

endeavor on forwarding their implications based on their research works. However, there is no 

research report that addresses similar research problem to the current one: researching the 

research activities of the commission. This implies that research activities of different scholars 

give more emphasis on the quality of service delivery than research practices of the police. 

Hence, the current researcher understood that there is a research gap to be bridged by his current 

study. This is the initial point of motivation for the researcher to conduct this study in the EFPC. 

Recognizing the aforementioned issues, this study attempted to assess the current status and 

challenges of research activities which are implemented at the EFPC with the special emphasis 

of their quality and relevance. Additionally, the study tried to identify the major challenges that 

affect the quality of the research activities undertaking in the commission.  
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Based on the issues raised above, the study attempts to answer the following basic questions such 

as: 

 What is the current status of the research activities undertaking in Ethiopian Federal 

Police Commission (EFPC)? 

 What did the past trend of research look like in the EFPC? 

 To what extent do the research outputs influence the quality of the police service? 

 What are the main factors influencing the quality of the research activities carried out by 

the EFPC? 

 What should be done to improve the current status of the research activities undertaking 

in the EFPC? 

1.3 Objectives of the Study 

The general objective of this study is to assess the research practices of the EFPC with special 

emphasis of the research status and challenges in the organizational context. The Specific 

objectives of the study are to: 

 assess the current status of the research activities undertaking in the EFPC. 

 examine how far the outputs of the research do influence the quality of police 

service. 

 identify the major factors influencing the expansion of the research activities 

carried out by the EFPC. 

 elaborate what the research practices of the commission look like 

 recommend the possible remedial ideas to improve the current status of the 

research activities in EFPC. 

1.4 Significance of the Study 

There are four reasons why this study is important, because the outcome of this study will be 

expected to: 

 map the status and challenges of research practices of the EFPC 
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 enable researchers, other professionals of the police community and any other 

concerned bodies to gain valuable information on the actual status and challenges 

of the research activities undertaking in the commission. 

 recommend possible remedial ideas for the improvement of the quality of 

research activities in the given institution and 

 inspire, initiate, encourage to and serve researchers as a stepping stone for further 

studies. 

1.5 Scope of the Study 

The study covers only police officers who work in the research directorate of the head office of 

the commission. Researchers and few middle level managers, mainly those who are concerned 

about research were participated in the study. It is obvious that the study is expected to cover all 

the EFPC employees since it is a single qualitative case study rather than the research staff. The 

staff is comprised of researchers, technical assistants, and middle level managers. With regard to 

the thematic boundary of the study, it is about the research activities of the EFPC with special 

emphasis of status and challenges.  

1.6 Limitations of the Study 

First of all, there is lack of adequate literature in the Ethiopian context that helps to organize the 

theoretical part of the study. Therefore, the literature part of this study is more dominated to 

foreign literature sources. There were only 14 participants who participated (except research 

outputs) in the study. It could be more intense if some of non-research staff managers. However, 

it was not allowed for the researcher to conduct interviews with other participants except that of 

the research institute.  
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1.7 Operational Terms 

Organizational Characteristics: are aspects of organizations that can be identified, usually in 

relation to performance and can influence research activities in the organization 

(Glynn & Abzug, 2002).  

Research Practices: refers to habitual or customary actions or way of performing any kind of 

actions any possible opportunities that are needed to do research (John, Colin & 

Margaret 2003).  

External Actors: refers to entities outside the organizations that influence the research process.  

They include regulators (monitors or stakeholders), legal and policy framework, 

resource providers and collaborators (Friedland & Alford 1991; Glynn & Abzug, 

2002). 

Research Inputs: refer to any contributions that support the R&D process which increases 

organizational innovation and it includes all types of investments (i.e. time and 

resources), training and acquisition of competencies (Friedland & Alford 1991).  

Research Throughputs: refers to the implementation of innovation (all stages of R&D activities 

i.e. the generation, selection, implementation, sustaining and diffusion of ideas) and it 

includes organizational processes, work culture, linkages and collaborations (Ibid).  

Research outputs: refers to the immediate results of research papers, journals, magazines, 

newspapers, seminars, and any types of findings disseminated information in relation 

to research activities. Research outputs, as the products generated from research, 

include the means of evidencing, interpreting, and disseminating the findings of a 

research study (Friedland & Alford 1991). 

http://psychology.wikia.com/wiki/Organizations
http://psychology.wikia.com/wiki/Performance
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Research outcomes: refers to the more tangible products and/or services and intangible effects 

arising from the results of R&D processes and it includes any product, service, process 

and policy innovations; these may impact on the organization itself and/or its external 

actors (John, Colin & Margaret 2003).   

1.8 Organization of the Study 

This study begins with introduction part of the study in its first chapter. Chapter two elaborates 

on the basics of research; conceptualizes the status of research and development in different parts 

of the world; and discuses other research related issues in terms of organizations by the literature. 

The third chapter of the study dealt with the methodology, which was used by the researcher. 

Chapter four presents the qualitative analysis of data collected from the study participants and 

documents. Finally, Chapter five summarizes the findings, concludes the study and recommends 

possible solutions.  
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CHAPTER TWO 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents review of the relevant literature. It addresses five main concepts such as, 

defining research; the state of research and development; research in police organizations; 

organizational characteristics and synthesis & conceptual framework of the study. 

[[[2.2 Defining Research 

Research has been defined in a number of ways. In the broader sense of the world, the definition 

of research includes any gathering of data, information and facts for the advancement of 

knowledge (Martyn Shuttleworth, 2009). Merriam-Webster Online dictionary defines research in 

more details as a serious inquiry or examination: especially investigating or experimentation 

aimed at the discovery and interpretation of facts, revision of accepted theories or laws in the 

light of new facts or practical application of such new or revised theories or laws. It is a process 

of steps used to collect and analyze information to increase our understanding of a topic or issue. 

Research consists of three steps: posing a question, collecting data to answer the question and 

presenting an answer to the question. 

Research in common parlance refers to a search for knowledge. One can also define research as a 

scientific and systematic search for pertinent information on a specific topic. In fact, research is 

an art of scientific investigation. Some people consider research as a movement, a movement 

from the known to the unknown.  
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As Wayne, Gregory and Joseph (1994) noted, research is a systematic inquiry to describe, 

explain, predict and control the observed phenomenon. Research involves inductive and 

deductive methods. Inductive methods analyze the observed phenomenon and identify the 

general principles, structures, or processes underlying the phenomenon observed. Deductive 

methods verify the hypothesized principles through observations.  

Thus, research is an original addition to the available knowledge, which contributes to its further 

advancement. It is an attempt to pursue truth through the methods of study, observation, 

comparison and experiment. In sum, research is the search for knowledge, using objective and 

systematic methods to find solution to a problem.  

2.2.1 Aim of Research 

Scholars argue that research is carried out for various reasons and falls under three min headings: 

accountability, decision-making, and knowledge (Alston et al, 1995; Friedland & Alford 1991; 

John, Colin & Margaret 2003).  

a) The first reason for carrying out a research is to generate new knowledge or learn lessons 

about a project, a program, a policy or an organization. Such information and insights may be 

put to use by different groups to improve the design, implementation or evaluation of future 

activities.  

b) The second purpose of research is to provide information to those managers or policy makers 

so that they can use to improve projects, programs or policies. Decision makers may engage 

individuals from inside the program organization or from outside, to carry out the research 

and report on programs.  
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c) The third reason for conducting research is to satisfy accountability requirements. Those who 

fund research or development projects need assessment of the extent to which their 

objectives have been achieved and their resources have been well used. 

2.2.2 Major Approaches to Research 

From the literature and discussions on various traditions and approaches to good research, at 

least five potential research strategies have been considered for research project: a) Logical 

theoretical research, b) Quantitative, experimental research, c) Qualitative, observational 

research, and d) Participatory action research and, e) Mixed research approach (Denzin and 

Lincoln, 1994; Miles and Huberman, 1994; Strauss and Corbin, 1990; Walsham, 1995). A brief 

discussion of how each strategy is presented below. The various approaches can to some degree 

be combined in the same research project. However, the fundamental views on human inquiry 

and science underlying them differ in many respects and extensive combination is not common. 

Figure 1 provides an illustration of four of the research approaches that seen pertinent to this 

research. 

 

 

 

 

 

                         Figure 1, the four alternative research approaches          Source: LIMAT, (2011) 
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None of the research approaches are considered to be unconditionally superior or inferior to the 

others; they all have qualities that make them preferable for some purposes and research 

problems.  

A. Logical, Theoretical Research 

Logical, theoretical research approach refers to the formal deduction of logical consequences 

from a set of initial assumptions (axioms). If the axioms are true and the rules are logically 

sound, the consequences are true as well. This mode of research may be appropriate for formal 

sciences as exemplified by mathematics and parts of computer science. But the concern in this 

approach is practical enterprise modeling and the study of real world projects. A logical 

theoretical approach would not draw upon the benefits of empirical work. Also, according to 

Hirschheim, (1995); 

Data modeling is first and foremost a social and organizational activity and very little, 

if anything (except consulting folklore) is known how data modeling is exercised in 

practice and what its impacts are on organizations, their information systems 

management, and business operations. (p.195) 
 

Enterprise modeling and data modeling are closely related activities and although the quite 

pessimistic assessment cited above must be taken with a pinch of salt, lack of knowledge about 

actual practice is assumed to be a valid claim within enterprise modeling as well. 

B. Quantitative, Experimental Research 

According to Wayne, Gregory and Joseph (1994), a quantitative, experimental approach to doing 

research is within the classical scientific paradigm of natural, hard sciences like physics. This 

scientific method implies postulating hypotheses, doing quantitative experiments, and then either 

sustains or rejects the hypotheses based on statistical analysis of the measured data (verification 

or falsification of hypotheses). This scientific method may be claimed to be the best research 
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approach in relatively well known areas of research and when natural laws can be assumed to 

exist (in the sense that phenomena are repeatable and to some degree controllable). Even if there 

are indefinitely many theories explaining a given set of data, experiments may be repeated and 

theories can be verified (or rather, the confidence in theories may increase). There has been some 

critique on the adoption of the scientific method as an approach to research on social systems, at 

least unmodified as stated below (Guba and Lincoln, 1994). 

One perspective on quantitative research is as counting. Correlation between variables 

is estimated using statistical devices. However, in order for counting to be meaningful, 

one must also know that the variables counted are meaningful in the given setting. 

Hence, quantitative research requires well developed understanding of a domain in 

advance in order to judge if variables are meaningful. (p.432) 

C. Qualitative, Observational Research 

Qualitative, observational studies refer to traditions that base their research upon qualitative data 

(as opposed to quantitative research) and do not actively and purposely manipulate the 

phenomenon under investigation. Grounded theory studies (Strauss and Corbin, 1990) 

and ethnographic methods (Atkinson & Hammersley, 1994) are examples of this mode of 

research. 

Through close contact with the research field in question for a prolonged period of time, the 

researcher develops a profound understanding and (as claimed for grounded theory studies) 

becomes able to formulate a conceptually rich theory explaining the phenomenon under 

investigation. Contact with the field of research may be based on interviews, observations, or 

analysis of documents and other artifacts. In addition, literature studies are performed to the 

extent required to develop sensitivity in observation and interpretation. 
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D. Participatory, Action Research 

Participatory action research (Reason, 1994) refers to a set of approaches to research on social 

systems in which the researcher actively engage in the process under investigation (the actors of 

the social system being studied can be considered as co-researchers). The work of Reason (1994) 

exemplifies this approach to research. First, an initial case study is performed for identification 

of problems, followed by theory development and implementation of a prototype information 

system. Finally, the prototype is employed in another full-scale project where the researcher 

participates and reflects upon the use of the prototype with the actors that are studied. 

This approach to validation of results is interesting, but somewhat questioned by more traditional 

scientists. Walsham (1995) points out the problems of being perceived to have a personal stake 

in the researched project, and reporting on one's own role within the project as particularly 

challenging problems of participatory action research.  

A possible adaptation of an action research strategy would be to investigate a few 

initial enterprise modeling projects, propose a method for enterprise modeling, and 

apply this in another full-scale project. The principal problems of this approach 

would be to trace (hopefully) successful outcomes back to the use of the method 

and to know what would be the situation without the method (as there is no 

control project). (p.77) 
 

From a more pragmatic point of view, in order to follow a participatory action research strategy 

one needs access to real world projects and being willing to try out the proposed framework for 

enterprise modeling in practice. This was not considered practically attainable with the resources 

and time frame of the current research project. 
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 E. Mixed Research Approach 

Mixed research approach is another form of research design, which is considered relatively new 

with major work in developing it stemming from the middle to late 1980s (Morse, 1991) .Its 

origins, however, go back further. In 1959, Campbell and Fisk used multiple methods to study 

psychological traits— although their methods were only quantitative measures. Their work 

prompted others to begin collecting multiple forms of data, such as observations and interviews 

(qualitative data) with traditional surveys (Denzin & Lincoln 2005). By the early 1990s, mixed 

methods turned toward the systematic convergence of quantitative and qualitative databases, and 

the idea of integration in different types of research designs emerged (Maxwell, & Loomis, 

(2003).  Further, the designs were developed and notation was added to help the reader 

understand the designs; challenges to working with the designs emerged (Ivankova, N. V., 

Creswell, J. W., & Stick, S. L. (2006). 

Hence, it is understood that there are numerous factors that influence a choice of one approach 

over another. Decisions about choice of an approach are further influenced by the research 

problem or issue being studied, the personal experiences of the researcher, and the audience for 

whom the researcher writes (Morse, 1991).  

 2.3 The State of Research and Development  

2.3.1 International Overview 

It is no longer new that Research and Development (R&D) plays a significant role in the 

development of a country. The developed as well as the emerging economies have engaged in 

various in-depth R&D activities which enabled them to continuously improve the standard of 

living of their citizens and protecting them against terrorism/war any other crimes.  
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The most commonly used indicators to monitor resources devoted to R&D worldwide are gross 

domestic expenditure on R&D (GDERD) expressed in purchasing power parity (PPP) and R&D 

intensity (percentage of gross domestic product (GDP) devoted to R&D activities). And the main 

aggregate used for international comparisons, according to OECD (2002), is gross domestic 

expenditure on R&D (GDERD). This consists of the total expenditure (current and capital) on 

R&D carried out by all resident companies, research institutes, university and government 

laboratories, etc. It includes R&D funded from abroad but excludes domestic funds for R&D 

performed outside the domestic economy. GDERD is here expressed in constant 2005 dollars 

(adjusted for purchasing power parity) and as a share of GDP (R&D intensity. Evidences 

indicate that a sum of money converted into US dollars at PPP rates will buy the same basket of 

goods and services in all countries.  

According to the UNESCO Institute of Statistics factsheet (2012), the distribution of R&D 

intensity in main regions/countries indicator reflects R&D intensity by presenting R&D 

expenditure relative to the size of the regional or national economy. This indicator reflects 

national R&D intensity by presenting gross domestic R&D expenditure relative to the size of the 

national economy. The 2007 regional averages are: 2.6% for North America; 0.6% for Latin 

America and the Caribbean; 1.6% for Europe; 0.4% for Africa; 1.6% for Asia; and 1.9% for 

Oceania. 

Regarding R&D investment, attempts were made to review the current status of R&D in some of 

the developed countries in the world. There are top ten world‘s leader countries in R&D 

expenditure measured in US dollars at purchasing power parity (PPP$) for the latest year 

available as follows.  
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Rank 

 

Country 

 

GDERD(‘000, PPP$) 

 

Rank 

 

Country 

 

GDERD(‘000, PPP$) 

1 USA 401,576,000 6 France 50,015,705 

2 China  154,305,472 7 United Kingdom 39,157,354 

3 Japan 137,500,172 8 Russian Federation 32,789,695 

4 Germany 86,252,654 9 Brazil 25,340,179 

5 Rep. of Korea 53,184,858 10 India 24,305,896 

Table 1. top ten R&D expending countries in the world in 2012 

Source: UNESCO Institute for Statistics, July 2012 

In 2013, European Science Foundation (2013) has conducted a survey on Industrial R&D 

Investment Trends. As one of the main findings, the survey presents that the responding 

companies expect to increase their R&D investments by 2.6 % on average per year between 2013 

and 2015. 

In addition, Global Innovation Index (GII) 2013 concludes that innovation is alive and well in 

the world. Despite the ongoing global economic challenges, the overall picture for innovation is 

positive with research and development (R&D) spending exceeding 2008 levels in most 

countries. As the report notes, at no other point in history has so much money been spent on 

R&D worldwide. 

2.3.2 Research and Development in Emerging Countries 

According to the Global Innovation Index (GII) 2013, R&D in emerging countries is growing at 

a faster rate than in high-income countries. Moreover, in the last five years, china, Argentina, 

Brazil, Poland, India, the Russian Federation, Turky and South Africa have been driving this 

growth. This implies that the successful experiences of emerging countries create opportunities 

to leverage cooperation for technology transfer and stimulation of R&D.  
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In particular, China's growth as an R&D investments by 12% to 20% annually for each of the 

past 20 years; while at the same time, US R&D spending increased at less than half those rates. 

As a result, China‘s investment on R&D is now about 61% that of the US, and continuing to 

close. At the current rates, China‘s commitment is expected to surpass that of the US by about 

2022, when both countries are likely to research about $600 billion in R&D. As India is growing 

as a preferred R&D destination for global corporate giants, it is equally important to boost the 

investor sentiments among the top global companies. R&D in intensity in Turkey has increased 

progressively from 0.48% in 2000 to 0.84 in 2010. Over this period R&D intensity has 

experienced an average annual growth rate of 5.8 (European Commission report 2013).   

And there are evidences, in addition to the above countries, which indicate that other Asian 

countries, in particular Singapore, Taiwan, or Malaysia are emerging as new players in the 

internationalization of R&D, both as host countries and as home countries for internationally 

active firms. This implies that R&D is of central importance in world innovation-based 

knowledge-driven economy. 

2.3.3 Research and Development (R&D) in Developing Countries 

Technological change and innovation driven by R&D have been the most important sources of 

productivity growth and increased welfare (Edquist, 2005). As a result, there is a high correlation 

between those countries that have shown significant economic improvement in the past and those 

countries that have made substantial investment in R&D. For that reason, it is imperative for 

developing countries, including least developed countries, to build R&D capacities, without 

which they are likely to miss opportunities to upgrade their technologies, move up the 

development ladder and, catch up with developed countries. However, the availability of R&D 
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statistics for developing countries is uneven and scaring, and they still lagged behind in R&D. 

(UNESCO, 2010).  

R&D performers function within specific context of a national social, cultural, political, financial 

and economic system, frequently carrying with them the legacies of colonial, postcolonial and 

other forms of governance. This analysis allows one to understand why in many cases it is 

government rather than the private sector that tends to dominate R&D in developing countries 

(Niosi, 2002). Surveys in developing countries also reveal information on other subjects, such as 

the forms and actors of collaboration, the difficulties faced by firms in making use of intellectual 

property to protect their innovations, and the importance of public policies for innovation 

activities.  

2.3.4 Research and Development (R&D) in Ethiopia 

The R&D policy of Ethiopia is merely merged with overall national innovation policy. 

According to the policy brochure of FDRE Ministry of Science and Technology (MoST) (2012), 

the governance structure of the national innovation system will be implemented in a way to lead, 

support and monitor the implementation of the policy. The main actors of innovation system are; 

National Science, technology and innovation council; Ministry of Science and Technology 

(MoST), and related ministries innovation support and research system with the grand mission 

set to create a technology transfer framework that enables the building of national capabilities in 

technological learning, adaptation and utilization through searching, selecting and importing 

effective foreign technologies in manufacturing any service providing enterprises (Ibid, 2012).  

The document also mentions about 11 points of directions and strategies for innovation as the 

policy issues which are identified based on the national SIP problem analysis and assessment of 
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the characteristics of countries selected as benchmark for their best practices. Among these 11 

directions, the 4
th

 and 7
th

 points (‗research & ‗universities, research institutes‘ respectively) are 

directly related to the research activities (Ibid).  

With regard to the status of R&D implementation, the Ministry of Science and Technology 

(MoST), has conducted R&D survey report on 193 institutions which explains some dimensions 

of R&D investment. It mainly focuses on producing useful statistics for developing R&D 

indicators that are useful for policy makers and monitoring progresses as well as for regional and 

international comparisons and showing attempt which was made to capture R&D expenditure 

and personnel data from 262 institutions in the government and higher education sectors through 

census survey (MoST, 2010). 

The survey result reveals that the gross expenditure on R&D (GDERD) amounts Birr 931.4 

million at current price. This makes the GDERD/GDP or R&D intensity to be 0.24 percent 

taking into account the GDP at current price of Birr 382,938.7 million for the year 2010. It also 

shows that about 13095 R&D personnel (head count) was engaged in R&D activities in Ethiopia, 

and the number of R&D personnel per million inhabitants is 164 which is exceeded by nine of 

thirteen African countries (Ibid, 2010).  

According to the final conclusion in the survey, the trends of R&D statistics in Ethiopia is 

unlikely treated owing to the inconsistency and validity issues of the previous R&D survey 

results. The R&D intensity for Ethiopia is low as compared to most of African countries with 

available data. The major portion of R&D expenditure goes to government sector and higher 

education sector. This implies that Ethiopia, as one of the developing countries, may share either 
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some of the challenges or prospects of R&D in the continent (discussed under ―Challenges 

Research and Development in Developing Countries‖).  

2.3.5 Challenges of Research and Development in developing Countries 

According to the above reports, there are several challenges that hampered the rapid growth of 

research and development in developing countries. The key among these are mentioned as 

follows::  

a) Funding Constraints: one of the key concerns as far as promoting research and development 

(R&D) is funding. Most countries spend a very small fraction of their Gross Domestic Product 

(GDP) in R&D. In addition, many countries are dependent on usually intermittent foreign 

funding. For example, about 38% of R&D funding in Tanzania and Senegal comes from abroad. 

According to UNESCO Science report 2010, the proportion of GDP devoted to R&D averages 

about 0.3% on the continent (UIS 2010). 

b) Brain-drain and Lack of Human Capacity: Brain-drain s a classical problem in developing 

countries. Few students who acquire specialized skills from foreign countries return to their 

home country and become over qualified and cannot be absorbed into companies in their home 

countries. According to the previously cited UNESCO report, in 2009, at least one-third of 

scientists of those with engineering degrees from developing countries were living and working 

in developed countries (UIS, 2010). 

c) Lack of Infrastructural Capacity: another big challenge is lack of infrastructural capacity in 

terms of there being enough and well equipped research facilities and labs. In Uganda, for 

example, only 6 out of 27 universities offer science related programs, and even at those few 

universities, only five students pursue a degree in science. There is a lack of adequately equipped 
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laboratories and labs in universities making it difficult for students to carry out practical and 

productive learning (Ibid 2010). From these arguments, one can understand that developing 

countries are still lag behind the needed status of research in terms of resources. 

2.4 Research in Police Organizations 

2.4.1 Police Defined 

Police refers to an organized civil force for keeping order and enforcing the law (Merriam-

Webster Dictionary). Moreover, police as an action is ―to keep the public order and enforce the 

state law, and apart to the literal meaning it means to control to watch or pay attention to‖ (New 

Encyclopedia Britannia, 2004:938). On the other hand, policing of a police force is ―having the 

duty of maintaining law and order and enforce regulations or an agreement in a particular area or 

domain‖ (Fyfe et al. 1997:7). The definitions imply that police are a constituted body of persons 

empowered by the state to enforce the law, protect property, and limit civil disorder.
 
Their 

powers include the legitimized use of force. And this is most commonly associated with police 

services of a state that are authorized to exercise the police power of that state within a defined 

legal or territorial area of responsibility.  

According to Walker (1977), the purpose of the police service is to uphold the law fairly and 

firmly; to prevent crime; to pursue and bring to justice those who break the law; to keep a 

country‘s peace; to protect, help and reassure the community; and to be seen to do this with 

integrity, common sense and sound judgment. This suggests that different countries possess 

different structural policies that define the duties and powers of the police force and regulate 

their functions.   

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sovereign_state
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Law
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Civil_disorder
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Police_power
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 2.4.2 Police Organizations and their Structures 

Organization is a consciously coordinated social entity, with a relatively identifiable boundary, 

that functions on a relatively continuous basis to achieve a common goal or set of goals (Gaines 

in Robbins, 1987). Moreover, an organization is a structure that enables people to work together 

to achieve common aims (Bunyard, 1998). On the other hand, an organization is also an artificial 

structure created to coordinate either people or groups and resources to achieve missions and 

goals (Bennett & Hess, 2004). In regard to the definition of police organization, it is a group of 

people in law enforcement who have a shared purpose and interest which is maintaining the law 

(Neocleos, 2004). 

Some examples of such organizations include the Military Intelligence Section (MI5) in Britain 

or the Federal Buaru of Investigation (FBI) in USA. Another example of a police organization is 

Interpol, whose full name is the International Criminal Police Organization (ICPO) which refers 

to an organization that facilitates international police cooperation. It was established as the 

International Criminal Police Organization in 1923 and adopted its telegraphic address as its 

common name in 1956 (Robbins, 1978).  

Hence, the organizational structure denotes the formation, arrangement and articulation of parts 

in something built up by nature or made by man (Webster‘s New Dictionary of Synonyms, 

1973:787). Structure is divided into two broad categories: nature and man- made ones. In the 

first group of structure, the human body could be an example. For the second group, the structure 

of organizations could be the best example because we experience different types of structures 

designed for a variety of organizations. For instance, one manmade structure is the police 
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organizational structure, which is designed and redesigned by different countries of the world for 

the purpose of crime prevention and investigation as well as the maintenance of peace and order. 

Police organizations might use two or more combinations of structures at the same time. Shiffa 

(2005) states that most police organizations use both functional and geographic organizations. 

For instance, the Hong Kong Police structure (2005 as cited in Degu, (2010) is based on function 

as well as geography.  

The force is commanded by the commissioner and assisted by two deputy 

commissioners. One deputy commissioner supervises the operational matters and the 

other is responsible for direction and coordination of the force, including personnel 

training and management services. The force is also organized into six regions: Hong 

Kong Islands, Kowoon East, Kowloon West, New territories north New territories 

south and Marin regions. (p.20)  

In the Ethiopian context, there two types of police organizational structures; i.e., centralized (the 

traditional) decentralized (the new) ones in accordance with the state structure appeared in 

different eras. The traditional (centralized) structure was appeared during Menelik II and Dergue 

reigns, it was centralized and commanded from Addis Ababa. After the EPRDF seized power and 

formed the government, the police structure shifted from a centralized to a decentralized command 

structure i.e. it followed a federal structure. Nowadays, the Federal Police is accountable to the 

Federal government and the regional police commissioners are accountable to their respective 

regional states (Degu, 2010). 

In general, there are two models of police structures namely, the established (centralized) and the 

decentralized police system. For example, the countries which follow the established system are 

France, Belgium, Italy, Spain, Japan, and the Scandinavian countries, whereas countries that 

work under the decentralized system are the United States, United Kingdom and USSR 

(Encyclopedia Britannica 2004). If the researcher hasn‘t described more about the concept of 
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police organizational structure through illustrated examples, it is because of his main focus on 

the research activities in police organization.  

2.4.3 Peculiar Characteristics of Research in Police Organizations  

According to the arguments of different scholars, there are some of forms peculiarities of 

research in police organizations as follows:   

i) Confidentiality: it is one of the characteristics of research in the police organizations. 

Assurance of confidentiality is necessary for the implementation of many forms of research 

(especially criminal issues) in police organization. Confidential informants are crucial to many 

law enforcement research and investigations and are especially essential in the field of national 

security, corruption and other forms of organized crime investigations (Bunyard, 1998; Read & 

Tilley, 2000). 

ii) Truth-Finding: During the course of police organizations research, finding the truth requires 

more outlay of time and police expertise than any other single element. Interviews and 

interrogations are the heart of investigative process. Effective law enforcement research needs 

up-to-date and practical tools to conduct investigations (John, Colin & Margaret 2003) 

iii) Persuasive interview techniques: is one of odd characteristics of research in police 

organizations. Utilizing behavioral sciences knowledge is a form of interviewing developed 

during the 1960s that can be described as persuasive interviewing, where the aim is to persuade a 

suspect/subject to make personally incriminating statements (Inbau et al, 2004). The aim of this 

phase is to increase the confidence of the suspect/subject that he or she is in a supportive 

environment and increase their dependence upon the interviewer (Ibid, 2004). 
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Based on the above arguments, in is understood that research in the police environment seems to 

be difficult if it is related to criminal issues and needs thorough performance during the whole 

process; i.e., from the problem identification to the conclusions. 

2.5. Factors that Influence Research 

There are many forms of organizational characteristics. Scholars mainly divide them into two 

categories; like internal and external organizational characteristics (Glynn & Abzug, 2002). 

Some of them but not all, among the two categories are mentioned as follows based on the 

conceptual framework of this study.  

2.5.1 Internal Organizational Factors 

There are major internal organizational characteristics which are perceived as determining 

factors influencing research practices in organizations. These are so many in numbers but some 

of them include; internal governance/structure, fund allocation system, organizational capacity, 

research culture and leadership styles of the organization in accordance with the study model 

(Gulbrandsen 2000).  

2.5.1.1 Mission, Vision and Strategy 

An organization has a vital and clear understanding of its identity. It is actively involved in 

regular, result-oriented, strategic, and self-reflective thinking and planning that aligns strategies 

with the mission and organizational capacity. The planning process involves stakeholders in an 

ongoing dialogue that ensures that the organization‘s mission and programs are valuable to the 

neighborhood or constituency it serves.  
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2.5.1.2 Structure 

The idea that organizational structures influence the productivity of research activities is not 

new. Authors such as Berger (2002) have emphasized the need to learn about individuals either 

by facilitating research or by creating challenges for its development. In this regard, 

organizations have the ability to structure and restructure in accordance with the results of the 

decision-making and political processes that are within their own limits. Organizations are not 

flexible, but controlling the environment and organizational structure, which is important to 

obtain resources and achieve important goals, is a key factor for measuring their effectiveness 

(Berger, 2002).  

As Berger (2002) stresses, structure is a dynamic factor, on the one hand, it can change over time 

as consequence of new organizational conditions. On the other hand, it can be frequently 

modified so that staff could have access to and acquire new and varied knowledge that would 

help them to overcome a range or problems, functions and diverse situations. Thus, structure is 

not an organizational uniform condition, because different parts of an organization face differing 

environmental pressures and may need to respond by developing distinct practices, policies and 

structures, e.g. R&D vs marketing. 

2.5.1.3 Staffing  

Staffing in organization is a fundamental component of effective institutional research, yet 

determining and securing adequate can be difficult (Rincones and Champion, 2008). Staffing 

includes at least four professionals and usually more, within a range of credentials, 

specialization, and experience in the field. More than one staff member is likely to hold a 

doctorate and have more than ten years of institutional research experience. Numerous students 
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and graduate assistants and analysts who are new to the field are common. In this arrangement, 

sophisticated research is conducted within the office rather than with the support of other 

institutional units (Ibid, 2008).  

2.5.1.4 Leadership Style 

Leadership and its role are the most important issues for the businesses and organizations 

nowadays. Leaders are individuals who establish direction for a working group of individuals 

and who gain commitment from this group of members to established direction and who then 

motivate members to achieve the direction‘s outcomes (Avolio, Bass, & Jung, 1999).  

In addition, leaders are central in creating the context and opportunities for teams and employees 

that favor creativity and ultimate innovation (Shalley & Gilson, 2004), For example, leaders have 

significant role by creating and supporting a positive team climate (Anderson & West, 1998), by 

facilitating problem-solving and team reflection (Puccio, Murdock & Mance, 2007). Moreover, 

leaders can increase individual intrinsic motivation of creativity (Avolio, Bass, & Jung, 1999) 

and establish and maintain high quality work relationships with team members. This suggests 

that how leadership style can influence innovation.  

2.5.1.5 Funding Sources and Types 

Funding sources are central to realizing organizational objectives, goals and programs, linked to 

the role of the government in financial matters. According to Ben & Puay (2011), there are 

several types of funding sources such as; local government funds, general funds, private gifts & 

grant funds, federal government funds, and some other sources that organizations use to afford 

research related costs. The organization successfully secures support from a variety of sources to 

ensure that the the organization‘s revenues are diversified, stable, and sufficient for the mission 
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and goals. The resource development has high visibility with key stakeholders and links clear, 

strategic messages to its resource development efforts.  

2.5.1.6 Research Culture 

It refers to a research-oriented environment in which leaders move an organization towards a 

culture of research requires dedicated leadership and support of other staff throughout the entire 

organization (Gardner & Nunan, 2007). The term is also related to facilities, resources and 

related services that are used by the scientific community to conduct multidisciplinary researches 

in their respective fields. This definition, according to (Ekvall & Arvonen, 1991), covers major 

scientific equipment or set of instruments; knowledge-based resources such as collectives, 

archives or structured scientific information; enabling ICT-based e-Infrastructures such as Grid, 

computing, software and communication networks, databases; any other entity of a unique nature 

are essential ones to achieve excellence in research.  

2.5.2. External Factors  

Forces outside the organization clearly have considerable bearing on that which transpires 

within. The external environment can provide both facilitating and inhibiting influences on 

organizational performances. Multiple influences in the immediate or proximal environment 

from the boundaries within an organization are able to function. These influences likewise shape 

how the organization defines itself and how it articulates what is good and appropriate to achieve 

(Shalley & Gilson, 2004). The key dimensions of the external environment that bear on the 

institution include the government policies and laws on human resources procurement, resource 

allocators, incentives and reward mechanisms, and key actors – are detailed below. 
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a) Government Human Resources Policies and Laws 

Human resources law is related to labor and employment law and encompasses the various laws 

and regulations specific to the HR professionals. It deals with the issues that HR professionals 

contend within the majority of their work functions, predominantly in overseeing and managing 

duties related to hiring, firing, employee benefits, wages, paychecks, and overtime. It may also 

pertain to work place safety, privacy; and preventing discrimination and harassment (Ibid, 2004).  

As it is argued by Shalley & Gilson (2004), the local, state, and federal employment laws all play 

a role in human resources, and HR professionals must be familiar with a wide array of different 

statutory and regulatory authorities in order to effectively and lawfully deal with company 

personnel. Common matters of concern to HR managers include employee handbook/manuals, 

establishing policies and procedures, affirmative action programs and policies, government 

contract and wage laws, human resources compliance audits, non-competition and confidentiality 

agreements, plant closing laws, substance abuse and drug testing laws, and unemployment 

compensation.  

b) Resource Allocations 

Resource allocators are other parts of organizational external characteristics. Resource, according 

to Gardner & Nunan (2007), comprises persons, asset, material, or capital which can be used to 

accomplish a goal (Fortune & White, 2006). External resource allocators, according to the 

context of this study, are external actors that facilitate the organization‘s ability in order to 

secure, manage and control scarce and valued skills and resources for a specific purpose. Donors, 

granting organizations and governmental entities that provide different forms of support like 
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financial, material, and human resources development can be examples of good examples of 

resource allocators (Pao, 1982).  

c) Incentives and Reward Mechanisms 

According to Singh & Shoura (1998), incentives are external measures that are designed and 

established to influence motivation and behavior of individuals, groups or organizations. In 

addition, they argued that incentive systems or structures are combinations of several more or 

less coherent incentives; and organizational motivation, distinguished from capacity, refers to the 

internal motivation of an organization. Moreover, Fortune & White (2006) emphasize that 

incentive systems are important part of organizational motivation and central to helping 

diagnosticians understand the forces that drive the organization. Organizations must continually 

seek ways to keep their employees and work groups engaged in their work, motivated, efficient 

and productive (Ibid. 2006). An organization‘s success can depend on its ability to create the 

conditions and systems (formal and informal) that entice the best people to work there. Also, a 

good incentive system encourages employees to be productive and creative, fosters loyalty 

among those who are most productive, and simulates innovation.  

d) External Actors 

The term external actor is a form of organizational external environment associated with the 

management of stakeholder of public organizations which have interactions and patterns that 

occur within these relationships. In this context, Hubacek et al (2006) define external actors are 

stakeholders who are affected by or affect particular problem or issue and has perspectives or 

knowledge needed to develop good solutions or strategies and/or the power and resources to 

block or implement solutions or strategies. One of the key actors around an organization can be 
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regulators. According to Hubacek et al (2006), every organization and resources, including 

employees have act under the legal factor and no one can go beyond the law of a country.  

Secondly, collaborators can be taken as one of the external bodies and they are organization or 

individuals who cooperate with an organization or who cooperate on an intermittent basis when 

short-term goals are aligned or are common. Hubacek et al (2007), emphasize that it is important 

to nurture relationship between collaborators in order to foster organizational commitment to a 

particular project. This can be done using the same bonding activities that many businesses 

employ within their organizations (Price & Beaver, 1966; Pao, 1982; Lee & Bozeman, 2005). 

Finally, it is important to aware of the legal policy framework as one of external actors that 

influence the management tasks in a given organization. A policy framework, as Black‘s Law 

Dictionary defines, is a set of guidelines, as well as long term goals which are taken into account 

when policies are being made. This gives the direction in which the organization is moving. In 

addition, Lee & Bozeman, 2005 conclude that policy framework is a logical structure that is 

established to organize policy documentation into grouping and categories that make it easier for 

employees to find and understand the contents of various policy documents. Preparing policy 

statements and standard operating procedures is very important and strongly related to all areas 

of organizational change. Hence, the external bodies mentioned above can be termed as some 

part of external environment of any organization; i.e. involved external actors that have 

communication networks in order to create enhanced business interactions and, can influence 

and be influenced by research undertaking by the given organization.  
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2.6 Synthesis and Conceptual Model of the Study 

2.6.1 Synthesis 

The term research relates to the development and nature of knowledge. Although this sounds 

rather grand, it is exactly what we are doing when we are engaged in research. Even if the 

purpose of research is to answer a problem or question in defined context (Pao, 1982), we will 

still be developing new knowledge. The research philosophy we decide to use means that we 

accept certain assumptions about the way we view the world. These assumptions will give us the 

underpinning or platform from which to launch our research strategy. We will be guided in our 

choice by our own individual beliefs, style of working and practical considerations (Pisani, 2004 

& Baxter & Braverman, 2004). The growing interest in research around the world is motivated in 

part by the call for greater accountability in research investments (eg, Patton, 1987; OECD 

2002), but even more by growing appreciation of the importance of research for enhancing the 

quality of public services such as health, justice, and education. 

It has been discussed that any possible dimensions of growth in the world‘s stock of useful 

knowledge is ultimately tied to growth in world research effort. According to the UIS report -

2001 (as previously discussed), governments around the world seem to believe that an emphasis 

on research will lead to national wealth creation. In so doing, they are undervaluing the many 

and real contributions made by fundamental research to that same end. And most scientists 

believe that the best way to enhance the capacity of a nation is to create a strong research culture 

based on a vibrant and dynamic fundamental research foundation. 

On the other hand, Developing countries are a heterogeneous group, extending from the least 

developed countries to emerging economies. Consequently, their innovation systems and 
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associated R&D measurement systems exhibit wide variety both internally – by institution, 

sector and region and internationally. In addition, despite the increasing presence of developing 

countries in global R&D, there is still a marked lack of demand for science, technology and 

innovation (STI) indicators from policy-makers in developing countries.  

In general, the structure of research and development varies across agencies depending on the 

nature of the organization. For example, a small law enforcement agency may not have the 

capacity to staff an actual bureau (division, department, or unit). Consequently, the assignment 

of research and development work may be left to one person or to several individuals performing 

multiple jobs throughout the organization. Larger law enforcement organizations may have a 

formal Research and Development Bureau (Mason, 2010). As MoST, (2010) shows, the R&D 

intensity for Ethiopia is low as compared to most of African countries with available data and it 

seems that any development organization/agency that performs research activities in addition to 

its discipline may take its own share of the low intensity of R&D and the challenges behind it in 

the country. A police organization is not an exception.  

Therefore, police organizations are worth studying, yet it is important to recognize that they are: 

complex systems, open systems and dynamic systems. These system realities can be termed as 

the source of many scholarly and practitioner questions and the need for research-based 

activities. Such inquiry may be, for the sake of understanding of the organization itself, a 

phenomenon operating within a host organization, or the behavior of the phenomenon in the 

context of the organizational and its external environment. These organizational systems require 

the police professionals need to know that good research does have the outcome focus and the 
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need to demonstrate that police action can influence crime rates and the professionalization of 

policing. 

In the context of organizational systems, any large organization/agency possesses its own 

internal and external environments that foster or hinder one of its specific work units; e.g. 

research (in the context of this study). Several dimensions of organizational context, as well as 

organizational characteristics and external actors, were shown in the literature to be important 

factors in influencing research performance, practices and the use of its results.  

In summary, the results of literature review confirm that systematic implementation practices are 

essential to any organization, as well as police organization, to use the products of knowledge; 

such as evidence-based programs—to improve the quality of public services. Consequently, a 

concerted national effort to improve the research efforts and the practice of implementation must 

accompany support for the science of intervention. The components of implementation and 

factors promoting its effectiveness must be understood, and the researcher hopes the conceptual 

framework introduced in this study provide a foundation for examining the research practices in 

police organizations.  

2.6.2 Conceptual Framework 

Based on the review of the literature and ideas discussed above, the researcher arrived at a 

conceptual framework for implementation of well-defined research practices. As shown in 

Figure 1, the model, largely based on the Oslo Manual approach, is specific to private sector 

innovation. It sets out a sequential presentation of the stages of the R&D process and has the 

following main themes (or elements) for measuring public sector R&D objectives inputs, 

throughputs, outputs and outcomes.  
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The arrows indicate either interaction or linkages and the direction of exchange of information 

between the various elements of the research process. Some of them also indicate that the 

influential relationships and associations between the essential components such as; external 

actors, organizational characteristics and research practices. The model is depicted by the 

following schematic diagram as adapted from (Bloch, 2010). As the schematic diagram below 

sequentially shows, the main elements of R&D implementation are described as follows: 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

A. External Actors  
 

External actors are entities that influence the research process; monitor, regulate and oversee all 

activities implemented under the organization.  They include regulators (monitors or 

stakeholders), legal and policy framework, resource providers and collaborators. These actors 

can have their own role in the walks of research according to the degree of concern and 

proximity to the organization (Friedland & Alford 1991; Glynn & Abzug, 2002) 

.Themes Indicators 

External Actors  Existence of regulators (Monitors) 

 Legal and Policy framework 

 Resource providers 

 Collaborators  

Table 2, Operationalization of Box 1: External Actors and their Influence on research 
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B. Organizational Characteristics 

There are some of the elements, which are included in organizational characteristics such as; 

leadership roles, internal governance, internal fund allocation, organizational capacity and 

research culture that facilitate the research activities. The development of each of these 

characteristics makes an organization able to facilitate research activities. They are briefly 

operationalized as components of organizational characteristics (see the following table) (Glynn 

& Abzug, 2002). 

Themes Indicators 

 

Internal 

Governance/structure 

 Decision making on research priorities 
 Ensuring the research activities create value 
 The actions taken to enhance research outputs 
 Resolving the gap issues 
 The location of research coordination office 

Internal fund allocation 

system 
 How far is the budget allocation is proportional compared with other 

departments 

 Adequacy of the allocated budget 

Organizational 

capacity 
 Human resource capacity 
 Infrastructural capacity 
 Funding Capacity 

Research Culture  Availability of relevant features in police functions eg. evidence 

based, truth finding other forms of investigative actions 

  

Leadership roles 

 Leadership involvement in research coordination 
 developing method of research-oriented human resources  
 Readiness for change 
 Create a research culture 

Table 3, Operationalization of Box 2: Organizational Characteristics that facilitate 

research Activities 
 

C. Research Practices 

The term research Practices refers to habitual or customary actions or way of performing any 

kind of actions any possible opportunities that are needed to do research. They involve input, 
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process and output/outcome components (Glynn & Abzug, 2002). There are some elements that 

indicate the research practices. One of them is input. Input refer to any contributions that support 

the R&D process which increases organizational innovation and it includes all types of 

investments (i.e. time and resources), training and acquisition of competencies (Friedland & 

Alford 1991). The second one is throughput refers to the implementation process of innovation 

(all stages of R&D activities i.e. the generation, selection, implementation, sustaining and 

diffusion of ideas) and it includes organizational processes, work culture, linkages and 

collaborations (Ibid). Thirdly, research outputs refers to the immediate results of research papers, 

journals, magazines, newspapers, seminars, and any types of findings disseminated information 

in relation to research activities. Research outputs, as the products generated from research, 

include the means of evidencing, interpreting, and disseminating the findings of a research study 

(Friedland & Alford 1991). Finally, outcomes: refers to the more tangible products and/or 

services and intangible effects arising from the results of R&D processes and it includes any 

product, service, process and policy innovations; these may impact on the organization itself 

and/or its external actors(John, Colin & Margaret 2003).   They are clearly operationalized in the 

following table.  
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Themes Indicators 

Inputs  Adequacy of finance sources 
 Effective utilization of the financial sources 
 Adequacy of human resource 
 Availability of research infrastructure (libraries, training institutions, technical 

laboratories, health institutions and so forth)   

Throughputs   How does the research unit function 
 How are the research activities managed 
 How much research works are produced per year 
 Incentive mechanisms 
 What matters how much research works are produced within a year 

Outputs 

/outputs/ 

 Research reports 
 Research Journals 
 Other publications 
 Impact of the research activities on working modalities 
 Improvements of productivity and efficiency gains,  

Table 4, Operationalization of Box 3: Research Practices 

The researcher tried to operationalize the study model through taking an idea and turning it into a 

specific, testable entity and then, the above discussion has been made in a way it defines mental 

image of the model of the study.  
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CHAPTER THREE 

METHODOLOGY OF THE STUDY 

3.1 The Study Area 

This study was conducted in Ethiopian Federal Police Commission (EFPC), which is located in 

Smuts Street adjacent to the Mexico Square, Addis Ababa. There are four major sectors under 

the commission and each of these is managed by its own deputy commissioner delegated in a 

deputy general commissioner level as a subordinate manager who reports to the commissioner. 

These are named as; Human Resource and Technology Development, Police University 

College(education & training sector), Crime Prevention and Criminal Investigation sectors. 

There are also numerous directorates under each sector. 

3.2. The Study Design  

The design of the current study tends to be more qualitative approach. Because qualitative 

methods are effective in identifying intangible factors such as: perceptions, beliefs, practices and 

experiences of those who are involved in research. But its some aspect tends to be quantitative 

because there  of  However Under this study design, the researcher has investigated the practices 

of research activities using phenomenological and ethnographic concepts. Under this approach, 

case study was designed to bring out the details from the viewpoint of the participants by using 

the available sources of data. According to Yin (2003), a case study design should be considered 

when the focus of the study is to answer ―how‖ and ―why‖ questions and where the studied 

behavior cannot be manipulated by the researcher. Therefore the research made an attempt 

investigate its unit of analysis (Organizational Research Practices) using case study method. 
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3.3 Target Population 

The target population of this study was comprised of all police officers, civil servants managers 

who were assigned on research related activities (twelve researchers, two managers) of the 

commission. And attempts were made to triangulate the information given from the study 

participants by searching some representatives of collaborators; however they refused to accept 

an interview request because they expressed that they are not comfortable on evaluating the 

commission‘s performance; though two of their representatives provided their short response on 

only they do for the EFPC through writing.  

3.4 Sources of Data  

The study involved both primary and secondary sources to collect the data from the EFPC. The 

primary source was comprised of information from the managers and researchers including 

research institute director of the commission, which was collected using structured and 

unstructured interviews. Official documents, research reports, and websites were also used as 

secondary sources of data in order to assess the present and past trends of research and analyze 

areas and types of research undertaken by the EFPC for the last five years.   

3.5 Sample Size and Sampling Techniques 

There is limited number of participants in the commission for this study. The research 

participants are 14 (12 researchers, 1 director of the research institute 1 academic v/president) 

whom were directly involved in research and related activities. Purposive and self-selected 

sampling techniques were utilized to select the participants in accordance with their duties and 

responsibilities. The director of the research institute, in addition to his willingness to be 

interviewed, has referred other key informants who can provide ample information as a snow 
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ball sampling technique. In general, non-probability sampling technique was employed to recruit 

the study participants. 

3.6 Data Collection Instruments 

In this study, two types of data gathering instruments i.e., document mining forms, structured 

and unstructured interviews were used. Unstructured interviews have the most relaxed rules of 

the three (structured &semi-structured ones). According to (Wayne, Gregory & Joseph 2003), 

such kinds of interviews are most often used in case studies with small sample size (types of 

qualitative studies). And they are best used when researchers want to find as much more 

information as possible about their topic.  The unstructured interviews were conducted for all 

key informants (managers) to get detail information, and structured interviews were conducted 

with researchers whom are directly engaged in research because most of the researchers are time-

bounded of jobs in accordance with their responsibilities and do not have ample time to involve 

detail(unstructured) interview meetings. This was the main reason for the researcher to use such 

kind of data collection instruments. A checklist was also used to generate and tabulate 

information from research documents.  

3.7 Method of Data Analysis  

All type of the data were transcribed, categorized and organized in accordance with their 

thematic classification. Transcription and data entry were taken place every evening as well as 

immediately after the interviews. All sorts of data were classified in accordance with the 

conceptual model of the study. And the data were analyzed in accordance with the following 

thematic classifications based on the three operationalized themes of the conceptual model (for 

more information, see figure 2) as follows: 
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 Variables Indicators 

 

1 

 

External actors 

- Regulators 

- Legal and Policy Framework 
- Resource Providers 
- Collaborators 

 

2 

 

Organizational Characteristics 

 

- Internal Governance/structure  
- Internal fund allocation system 
- Organizational capacity 
- Research Culture  
- Leadership roles 

 

3 

 

Research Practices 

- Inputs 
- Throughputs 
- Outputs /outcomes/ 

Table 5: Thematic Basis of Data Analysis 

3.8 Ethical Issues 

The current researcher, first of all, has received a recommendation letter from his department to 

the EFPC for the sake of informed consent; met a gatekeeper of the Commission and discussed 

on some ethical issues with him. Having mutual agreement on the given issues, the researcher 

recruited a key informant which is more concerned to research among middle-level managers 

and referred to another informant to recruit as additional informant. Then after, he recruited the 

researchers to conduct interviews with them. All respondents have participated in interviews. For 

the sake of security of the individuals, the participants were nominated with their own codes like: 

―M‖ = Managers, ―R‖ = Researchers ―C‖ = Collaborators, M1 = ―first interviewed manager‖ 

during the analysis of data. The data collected through the interviews, document mining forms 

and email requests were used to triangulate the validity of the information.  
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CHAPTER FOUR 

DATA ANALYSIS AND PRESENTATION 

In this chapter, the data collected from the study participants and document reviews are 

presented and analyzed so as to answer the basic questions of the study. This chapter comprises 

two main parts. The first part deals with the analysis of data collected in accordance with the 

conceptual model and the second part discusses the findings based on the analysis of data.  

4.1 Results 

4.1.1 Background of the Participants 

The target population of this study is comprised of all researchers, civil servants and managers 

who were assigned on the research related activities (twelve researchers and two managers: i.e., 

the director of the research institute & the Academic vice president of the EPUC), which were 

directly involved in the research activities of the commission.  

In addition to their research duties, most of the researchers were assigned as research quality 

assurance expert, research quality assurance coordination officer, organizational change reform 

experts in the commission, and academic v/president and lecturers at the Ethiopian Police 

University College (EPUC). Two of the organizational change reform experts, research quality 

assurance expert, the academic dean, and two other researchers are MA holders in different fields 

of study such as: Psychology, Peace and Security, Social Work and Police Sciences. 

Additionally, one participant is with advanced diploma in Police Science, the remaining three 

researchers are with BA and BSc qualifications holders in different fields of study.   
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With regard to additional training, more than half of the researchers have completed supportive 

training programs such as: Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS), Training of Trainers 

(TOT), Research Methods, Business Score Card (BSC), and one of the researchers mentioned 

that he has completed numerous research-related trainings programs.  

The director of the research institute has taken his part in this study as a gatekeeper. Moreover, 

he has recommended the present researcher so as to get another three managers to be 

interviewed. He and the key informants i.e. other managers interviewed are MA holders and had 

more than ten years of experience in the police environment.  

The reader should bear in mind that the sample for the study is small (14 participants) and was 

not constructed to achieve a statistically representative sample except the reviewed research 

papers. The results of the study are reported in general terms throughout this report (few, some, 

several, most, all or nearly all) rather than using percentages as it is not appropriate to infer 

conclusions about the precise number of participants in the organization who would share the 

same attitudes or behaviors. In turn it is not possible to provide detailed recommendations for the 

findings of the study. 

4.1.2 Internal Factors 

Organizational characteristics may offer a useful framework for understanding research activities 

in organization. These are merely manifested in different forms in the given organization as 

stated below.  
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4.1.2.1 Internal Governance Structure 

The research coordination office (currently called ―Ethiopian Federal Police Research 

Institute‖), is led by the main director as one of the four directorates under the Ethiopian Police 

University College (EPUC). Even if the main campus of the EPUC is currently located at 

Oromiya region Sendafa town, the research institute is located on the 9
th

 floor of the EFPC 

building to undertake research across the different divisions of the commission.  

For the item ―Is there an organizational setup/structure that facilitate research activities?‖ Both of 

the interviewed managers agreed that the organizational structure of the EPUC is supportive 

setup for the implementation of the research activities and understood by all interviewed research 

staff as follows: 

The organizational structure of the EFPC is as flexible as it is easy to improve 

when the needs arise. As one of the elements of the organizational structure, 

matching human knowledge and skills to tasks and standards of services one of 

the manifestations of our organizational structure.  (M1: on 10/02/2014)  

Similarly, the other interviewee from the managers states as the following.  

The Federal Police structure helps researchers to discharge their 

responsibilities and duties in the commission. Because, the structure the 

commission includes one of the values that can facilitate the research activities 

such as: clarity of mission, coordination of resources,  working procedures and 

systems, clarity of responsibilities, knowing the public expectations from the 

commission and so on. These values are also applied in the organizational 

research activities as one of the directorates in the commission. (M2: on 

27/03/2014) 

Almost all of the researchers answered ―Yes‖ for the above item and the remaining two of them 

expressed what they felt about the organizational structure that, ―the researchers are freely 

engaged in research each year, and they are selected based on fair recruitment methods‖ (R6: on 

17/02/2014). And other researchers also replied ―Yes.  Because the organization was structured 
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in a way that facilitates research related environment, utilization of technological ideas and 

products‖ (R5: on 17/02/2014). 

In this regard, Butler (1992) argues that one of the features of good structure is that it facilitates 

in helping to discharge duties and responsibilities of staff in a given organization. The power of 

decision making on research priorities tends to be diverse, which means the institute has its own 

framework to conduct research works within a given year, but sometimes the external 

regulators/monitors propose what research topics to be conducted on. The current researcher 

posed an item ―What does the decision making on research priorities look like?‖ For the 

managers who are directly responsible for the research management and they revealed that the 

research institute runs its duties within its regular framework. But some of our external 

regulators such as: the Parliament, office of the Prime Minister and Ministry of Federal Affairs 

(MoFA) send us special focus areas of research priority and monitor the our focus areas of the 

research projects within a given time interval (M1 and M2: on 10/02/2014 & 27/03/2014 

respectively).  

Additionally, the human resources hiring system of the commission is issued in the Article 13 of 

the proclamation 720/2011 that ―develop and implement short, medium and long-term human 

resource plans based on its strategic plans.‖ In regard to its human resource administration, the 

commission implements such duties in two ways grounded by the proclamation: 720/2011 that 

―The Commission shall recruit, train, employ and administer police officers in accordance with 

the regulations to be issued by the Council of Ministers‖ (Article 14/1), and ―employ and 

administer the necessary support staff in accordance with the federal civil service laws‖ (Article 

14/2). Both of the managers were of almost similar opinion that the hiring system of the research 
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staff is grounded by the standard of higher institution (M1 and M2: on 10/02/2014 & 27/03/2014 

respectively). This suggests that the participants from managers and researchers perceive that the 

research institute is well governed and structured in accordance with the framework issued under 

the government policy and regulations.  

4.1.2.2 Internal Fund allocation system 

Evidences revealed that the budget allocation system seems proportional compared with other 

departments. And the state of adequacy of budget for research has its own gaps to be filled. The 

organization uses governmental financing systems for its duties as well as its research 

coordination unit. The state of internal fund allocation system is briefly discussed under the next 

subsection. 

4.1.2.3 Organizational Capacity 

Capacity is an abstract term that describes a wide range of capabilities, knowledge and resources 

that nonprofits need in order to be effective (Department for International Development, 2010).  

In this section, organizational capacity is mentioned in three dimensions such as: human 

capacity, infrastructural capacity and financial capacity. The first thing among the issues to be 

considered in this sub-section is human resource capacity. According to one of the informants 

(M1: on 10/02/2014) replied, ―There are 16 researchers and 4 supportive staff who are carrying 

out the research activities of the commission. However, we don‘t believe that the commission 

has adequate human resources and there are some scarcities towards human resources.‖ 

The second issue to be considered under the organizational capacity is the adequacy of research 

infrastructure. In this regard, one of the managers mentioned that there are some indicators of 

infrastructure like ―libraries, hospitals, clinics, information communication technology (ICT) and 
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forensic laboratories, and education and training institutions and some other types of resources‖ 

M1: on 10/02/2014). Two informants among the managers were asked the question ―Is there an 

organizational setup the facilitate research activities? If so, how?‖ Similarly, both of the 

informants (M1 & M2) stated that there is suitable organizational structure, openness to work 

with external environment, budget allocation and some research infrastructures such as: libraries, 

forensic laboratories, social security certification center, health service institutions under the 

health directorate (like hospitals, forensic laboratories, ICT labs, health centers and clinics in all 

parts of the capital city and regional towns), education and Training sector (which includes 

Ethiopian Police University College and police vocational training institutes and centers in the 

capital and regional cities of the country). And the commission conducts annual workshops for 

reviews and discussions of the research findings with the decision makers and the other 

community under police profession. 

And the third issue which is considered under the organizational capacity is adequacy of budget. 

Financial capacity refers to the funds available for research activities, including the amount, the 

conditions under which funds are provided and the source of fund. Seyoum (1998) disclosed that 

the existence of research sponsoring institution became indispensable since the financial resource 

is beyond the reach of individual researcher. In this sub-section, the study presents the extent of 

financial resource for the research institute in the EFPC. For the managers interviewed, the 

financial operations are responsible managed and reflect sound management principles.  

The allocation of budget for the research institute is based on the proportion strategy that the 

commission has. This was mentioned based on the item ―What does the organizational capacity 

for doing research look like?‖ of the current organization (EFPC)?‖   
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It mainly uses its budget allocated from the federal government. Even if 

research activities require huge amount of budget, it is impossible to afford 

such needs with its own allocated budget. We are trying our best in order to 

find external funding sources having diplomatic relations with those who are 

interested to work with us. (M1: on 10/02/2014)  
 

Moreover, most of the researchers agree on the above idea and few of them similarly stated that 

even if the amount of federal government budget is limited and there is effective utilization of 

the allocated money in accordance with government financial rules and regulations (R7 and R8: 

on 21/02/2014).  

The financial source of the research institution is other type of input which is allocated by the 

federal government. The EFPC proclamation 720/2011 states that the Commission's budget shall 

be allocated by the government (Article 11), and ―effect payment in accordance with the 

approved budget of the Commission and administer in accordance with the financial 

administration law of the federal government‖ (Article 2/11(e)).  Hence, the issues mentioned 

above reveals that the research institute possesses low human financial capacity to undertake 

research as expected in large-scaled organizations.  

4.1.2.4 Research Culture 

Availability of relevant features in police functions eg., evidence-based, truth finding other forms 

of investigative actions in the police environment have significant role for the endeavor of 

organizational research activities. The idea is supported by the Proclamation as one of the duties 

of the EFPC like ―Collect and analyze criminal data and statistics at a Country wide level…‖Article 

7(12). Both of the managers in their side mentioned that police science by itself is evolved 

through research and relate the research culture with what the policemen do; based on the item 

―How do you describe the research culture in the commission?‖ 
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Yes. I perceive the research culture from two points of views. Firstly, the 

evolution of different types of governments is more related to the evolutions of 

different policing theories. For example, Sherman‟s evidence-based policing 

(EBP), Goldstein‟s problem-oriented policing (POP), community-based 

policing, which is working in our country nowadays, and other policing theories 

were research-based theories invented following the evolution of different types 

of governments in the world. Police work is very rich in research cultures. Most 

of the time police works are case-based. (M1: on 10/02/2014) 

 

The above explanation about the existence of research culture in the police environment tends to 

show that a research culture, for one of the managers, is related to the evolutional history of the 

different philosophies of police science. In addition to this, the existence of research culture in 

the police environment is explained in relation to what the police functions are, like:  

The police work by itself is very rich in research cultures. Most of the time, 

criminal investigations works are strongly related to case-based studies. The 

police work is always related to data and information. They collect data, 

convert the data into information, differentiate cases, conclude case-based 

information, and incorporate the findings in their day to day routines. And they 

conclude and define that where, how, when, how, and how often do criminals 

are committed in crime and what types of crime are done in that specific place, 

time, method and frequency. Therefore, I dare to say that there is a research 

culture in the police commission. (M2: on 27/03/2014) 
 

 
Some of the researchers in their side expressed what they perceive about the existence of 

research culture in the police environment in different ways. One of them believes that ―doing 

everything with plan‖ (R1: on 11/02/2014) refers to the existence of the research culture in the 

organization. Others expressed that ―honesty and impartiality on what we do‖(R2: on 

11/02/2014), ―analysis of criminal data and information‖(R4: on 17/02/2014), ―institutional 

change management activities‖ (R6: on 17/02/2014)., and ―truth-finding endeavors of the police 

by itself‖(R11: on 13/03/2014). are some of the manifestations of the existence of research 

culture in the organization. Therefore, it seemed that police organizations possess suitable 

environment that accommodate research practices.  
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4.1.2.5 Leadership Role 

Even if their responses are worded in different ways, the majority of interviewed researchers 

have shown their confidence that leaders play a key role in leading and managing research staff 

within the institution. It encourages researchers to show in active performance and ‗actively 

encourage researchers to undertake the research activities. This was briefly expressed by the 

majority of the researchers, except two of them, that the leadership bodies are committed in 

creating an enabling environment for the wellbeing of research activities based on the item ―How 

do you describe the leadership of the commission in creating an enabling environment for 

research?‖ Almost all informants, except (R1 and R12: on 11/02/2014 & 13/03/2014 

respectively), expressed their confidence on their leadership commitment in creating an enabling 

environment for research. 

About half of the researchers replied similar responses like ―…support the activities through 

fund raising and motivation.‖ (R2: on 11/02/2014); ―…play a good role but that‘s not enough‖ 

(R3: on 11/02/2014); ―…good role. They support, encourage research practices because they are 

eyes of the commission but human resource is not adequate as much as needed. (R4: on 

17/02/2014); ―First of all, it is the managers‘ body who launched research directorate in the 

commission. As a matter of this fact, they have a gracious role in facilitating the research 

activities‖ (R6: on 17/02/2014); ―…building and overseeing the works of research unit is one of 

their roles‖ (R9: on 21/02/2014); ―…motivating individuals is one if the manifestations of their 

commitment‖ (R8: on 21/02/2014); ―Yes, they have a great role in setting directions for our 

works‖  (R7: on 21/02/2014); and ―Establishing effective communications with internal and 

external bodies in relation to the research activities (R10: on 13/03/2014). 
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In addition to the above similar responses, only one of the researchers said ―they have a negative 

role‖ (R11: on 13/03/2014), and one other researcher also said ―Not that much because they are 

mostly committed in political issues‖ (R5: on 17/02/2014). 

From the managers‘ side, one of the interviewees state that managers possess shared 

understanding and commitment in supporting research in the commission.  

They have very significant role. They are flexible to accept and incorporate 

the findings of the result. They have shared vision to incorporate research 

findings and institutional change principles in their decision making process. 

The most important thing that leaders did to support research in the 

institution was to get involved in the professional learning, getting ready for 

change, creating a research culture and development of their staff so as to 

become research-oriented. (M1: on 10/02/2014)  

 

The other respondent from the manager participants in his side states as follows: 

 

The managers are committed that they have major role in moving the 

organization toward a culture of research requires dedicated leadership and 

support of other staff throughout the entire organization. (M2: on 27/03/2014) 

 

This indicates that more than half of the respondents among managers and researchers feel 

confident of the positive role of the leaders play in research practices.  

4.1.3 External Factors 

4.1.3.1 Existence of Regulators 

In general, the EFPC reports to the Ministry of Federal Affairs, which is subject to parliamentary 

oversight. According to the Ethiopian Federal Police Commission Establishment proclamation – 

720/2011, ―the Commission is accountable to the Ministry‖ The research priorities are most 

often regulated by government external actors (Article 3(2)). Both of the managers mentioned 

that there are some regulators of the commission in general and the research Directorate in 

particular based on the item: ―Who are the external regulators (monitors) of the research 
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activities?‖ As they mentioned, they are the House of Peoples Representatives (HPR), office of 

the FDRE Prime Minister and the Ministry of Federal Affairs (MOFA), the Ministry of Justice 

(MoJ). They did not allow to work without the framework of the national policy and the mission 

of the commission. The MoJ does not monitor only our research activities, but all of the duties 

and functions of the commission defined by its Proclamation. Two informants among managers 

(M1 & M2) expressed that the forefront regulator of the overall duties of commission is the 

Ministry of Federal Foreign Affairs but the MoJ regulates their justice-related duties.  

4.1.3.2 Legal and Policy framework 

The legal basis for the Federal Police is found in the ―Federal Police Commission Proclamation, 

313/2003‖. Article 6 of this Proclamation defines the objective of the Commission as 

maintaining the peace and security of the public by complying with and enforcing the 

Constitution and other laws of the country, and preventing crime. The Proclamation also 

describes the duties and powers of the police organization. According to article 7, the Federal 

Police are responsible for crime control within designated areas of jurisdiction, all of which 

relate to state security. International affairs fall under their remit. They also have coordinating 

duties at the national level. 

 

For instance, the EFPC provides training, professional and technical advice and support for 

Regional Police Commissions. The Proclamation refers to the positions of the Commissioner and 

Deputy Commissioner. Broadly speaking, it also covers matters relating to the appointment and 

duties of police officers. These issues have been fleshed in the staff regulations. This 

Proclamation provided for the abandonment of military ranks within the police and ended thus 

the military past (Article 25(1)).  
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The Government appoints the Commissioner and Deputy Commissioner. The Commissioner of 

the Federal Police is accountable to the Minister of Federal Affairs (Article 4). This only applies, 

however, to aspects relating to management issues. The organization operates independently 

when it comes to operational police work. There is a sound management set-up, with a plan and 

control cycle.  

 

The Federal Police is both a centralized and decentralized organization. It operates from various 

locations in the country, although the focal point is naturally in the capital. The organization 

chart reveals a line and staff organization. Line and staff management has two separate 

hierarchies: (1) the line hierarchy in which the departments are revenue generators 

(manufacturing, selling), and their managers are responsible for achieving the organization's 

main objectives by executing the key functions (such as policy making, target setting, decision 

making); (2) the staff hierarchy, in which the departments are revenue consumers, and their 

managers are responsible for activities that support line functions (such as accounting, 

maintenance, personnel management). 

A line organization possesses overall decision making authorities in the EFPC including research 

activities. All task areas have been classified under directorates and departments. The largest 

directorates under the commission are crime investigation and crime prevention. These sections 

of the organization are responsible for carrying out executive police work (Degu 2010). 

4.1.3.3 Resource providers 

For any activity to be done effectively, there are certain things to be fulfilled. In the same taken, 

Kiflom (2009) suggests that to conduct effective research a researcher needs to attain some 

important conditions such as: skills in research methodology, infrastructures & materials, 

research fund, incentives and support from concerned bodies. In this regard, (M1 & M2) 

http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/staff.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/hierarchy.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/department.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/revenue.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/generator.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/manufacturer.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/seller.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/manager.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/organization.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/objective.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/executing.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/function.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/policy.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/maker.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/target.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/decision-making.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/decision-making.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/decision-making.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/consumer.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/activity.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/line-function.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/accounting.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/maintenance.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/personnel-management.html
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reflected similar views based on the item ―What types and resources of funds does the 

commission use for research?‖ Their responses are strongly related to the nature of the 

organization. The managers indicated their interest that the commission is always open for those 

who come with similar policy directions which the country has, ready to accommodate them and 

work with them. For this reason, the EFPC doesn‘t have the external resource allocators except 

the federal government that allocate regular budget within a fixed time intervals based on its own 

proportion of allocation. And they added that all (almost all) of the researchers agree on the 

above statement and it seems that there is nothing to say about the external resource allocators 

for the research activities.  

4.2.2.4 Collaborators 

Cohen and Mankin (2002) similarly argue that the first step in executing a successful complex 

collaboration is to structure the project by defining clear and aligned goals, roles, responsibilities 

and tasks. The legal framework of the EFPC shows that collaboration is one of values that the 

commission possesses. As it is shown in the Ethiopian Federal Police Proclamation, 721/2011, 

the term collaboration is recurred in number of the duties such as: ―…work in collaboration 

with…‖ (Article 6/2), and it indicates that there are numerous concerned bodies that the 

commission has collaborative relation with. These are Ministry of Justice (MoJ) (Article 6/2), 

―concerned government organs, charities and associations‖(Article 6/13), ―regional police 

commissions‖ (Article 6/16), and ―concerned organs..‖ (Article 6/33). It maintains collaborative 

relationships with these organs to co-work on criminal investigative and prevention research 

activities.  

Almost all of the participants agree on the existence of collaborators and who they are. They 

mentioned some collaborator organizations from inside and outside the country based on the 
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interview item ―Would you tell me if there are types of collaborations with external bodies on 

research activities such as; the wider public, researchers, donors, universities, and other 

governmental and non-governmental organizations?‖ They are named as Addis Ababa 

University Social Work Department, Ethiopian Justice and Legal Systems Research Institute 

(EJLSRI), Harvard University Kennedy School, regional police commissions and offices of their 

capitals, Ministry of Federal Affairs (MoFA), the Parliaments, and office of the FDRE Prime 

Minister. However, most of interested external collaborators are willing to co-work with the 

commission if and only if we accommodate them with their own research priorities. Such kind of 

conditions imposed our research activities to be performed using the only source of fund, i.e. 

government budget (M1: on 10/02/2014). 

In regard to the type of support from the bodies stated above, the commission gets different types 

of support like: annual budget from the federal government bodies; information network, 

interaction and cooperation with regional police commissions & police offices in each level of 

administration; training, evaluation, technical and financial supports from Harvard University 

Kennedy School; and the remaining institutions support and monitor their research works not to 

miss the line of the commissions mission and forward research priorities areas in varied interval 

of time. An attempt was made to check the how far this information is true from the official 

website of Harvard Kennedy School, as one of the collaborators.  

The Ethiopian Federal Police (EFP) is working with the Harvard program to 

convert the results of research on the introduction of a pilot program on 

“community policing” into a set of indicators that police leaders around the 

country might use when introducing reforms over the next few years. To guide 

and assess the results of the pilot project, the Research Institute of the EFP 

designed a survey of the population in four districts of Addis Ababa, asking 

items about perceptions of the police, experiences of crime and other social 

problems, and also resident‟s sense of safety. The Harvard team is working 

with the Research Institute to analyze the results, comparing them with other 
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available information and past surveys. The EFP hopes this can contribute to 

learning about forms of community policing across the many regions of 

country, as well as deepening the capacity of the Research Institute to 

continue to innovate in response to crime and changing public needs in safety 

and security. 

HKS, (2013) 

 

Attempts was made to get one of the management bodies from Harvard Kennedy School in order 

to conduct interview that helps to crosscheck information collected from the respondents of the 

EFPC (See Appendix C, D & E). An email letter was sent to two of the managers of Harvard 

Kennedy School with a set of interview questions, and they were asked to take part in the 

interviews. One of them in her email response revealed that she is not willing to be interviewed 

but had a say about my request as follows: 

Our program does not provide research support to the research division of the 

EFP. Our work is about developing the skills and conceptual abilities of the 

EFP leadership to design and to use „governance indicators.‟ We focus on 

helping the research team as well as managers to use existing data (within 

and outside the EFP) as well as helping them design new data collection 

activities, in order to serve these indicator development purposes. The EFP 

does not receive funding from us, rather we work as thought partners about 

the challenges of governance, to which indicators are a partial solution (C1: 

02/04/2014). 

 

The second attempt to get an interviewee from the school was unsuccessful. A part of an email 

response from the other one also says ―…I am sorry but we will not be able to respond to these 

questions. I believe my colleague Mila explained that we do fit the term of research collaborator 

nor do we feel comfortable evaluating the research capacity of the EFP….‖ To some extent, the 

responses from both sides, contradict to one another about the existence of collaboration.  

 

The responses gained revealed that the collaborative relation of the commission with other 

external bodies seems limited with on governmental bodies. This is because, most of the non-
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governmental organizations who request for collaboration do not posses similar policies and 

shared vision in accordance with the national security policy of the country.  

4.2.3 Research Practices 

4.2.3.1 Inputs 

In regard to human resources, they are comprised of social science fields of studies. There are 

about 16 researchers and 4 supportive staff in the research institute. All of them were assigned in 

the institution and the EPUC (in Sendaffa town). One of the managers response shows this based 

on the interview item ―How do you describe the research staff competence?‖ 

All of the researchers are graduates of Sociology, Criminology, Psychology 

and Peace & Security. They are holders of MA/MSc, BA/BSc and advanced 

diploma in Police Sciences and some other social science fields of studies. But 

this is not to mean that everything in relation to the number of qualified is 

well-enough. There are some limitations in relation to its adequacy. (M1: on 

10/02/2014) 

And some of the researchers have expressed what they perceive about themselves as follows: 

Most of the times the commission hires them from civil society but the 

policemen are not well equipped with the need knowledge even if they are 

degree holders. (R4: on 17/02/2014) 
 

The other two respondents from the researchers also replied as follows  

They possess relevant knowledge for the given profession (R5: on 17/02/2014) 

They possess high and medium level efficiency (R6: on 17/02/2014). 
 

This suggests that most of the researchers felt good about their educational background and 

professional qualifications.  

 

In addition, the researchers were asked about the engagement system of the staff members.  

Some of their responses are shown like: Most of us possess knowledge and efficiency. They are 

degree holders with 2.75< CGPA is a minimum qualification in relation to social sciences 
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research and they have capacity to do, experience and qualification. Moreover, they had 

profession qualification and the required level of education.   

 

And one of the informants among the managers has a little say about the preconditions to hire the 

research staff based on similar item. His response was that ―it is based on educational 

qualification, skills, research experience, research exposure and attitude to the work and the 

police environment‖ (M1: on 10/02/2014). Therefore, the responses suggest that the existing 

number of trained manpower as one form input for the research practices seems negligible. The 

other forms of inputs ―infrastructure and financial capacity‖ are indirectly mentioned under the 

subsection entitled ―Organizational capacity‖.   

4.2.3.2 Throughputs 

During the process of listing the research reports available in the library shelves, the researcher 

first identified both types of research reports: like field research and desk research reports. 

Among them, more than half of the reports; i.e. 34(56.67%) were reported as field research 

findings, and the remaining 26(43.33%) of them were reported as desk research findings.  

 

Details 

No of 

research 

papers 

 

Percent 

Field Research papers 34 56.67 

Desk Research papers 26 43.33 

Total 60 100 

Table 6: Types of Research Reports conducted by the commission 

Secondly, the item ―how does the research unit conduct researches?‖ is answered by the 

following table. Surprisingly, almost all (56 or 93.33%) of them were reported as a team work 
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findings and the reset 4(6.67) of them were found as individual research findings. This suggests 

that the research activities of the commission are more influenced by team work. 

 

Research papers undertaken by  

No of 

research 

papers 

 

Percent 

Individuals 4 6.67 

Research team 56 93.33 

Total 60 100 

Table 7: Research papers done by private/group 

In regard to collaboration with the external bodies, it was found that there is nothing to say as 

shown in Table 7. As the table shows, the burden of all research works within the past ten years 

was always levied on the Commission.  

Thirdly, the issue to be discussed under the throughputs is dissemination mechanism of the 

research findings. According to Wayne, Gregory and Joseph (1994), dissemination refers to ―the 

disclosure of knowledge by any appropriate means such as: publications, conferences, 

workshops, web-based activities‖ (p15).  One of the managers mentioned about the research 

dissemination mechanisms of the commission based on the item ―How the research reports and 

findings are disseminated?‖  

Dissemination is a way for any organization to be known among other 

organizations. There are annual workshops in which the research findings are 

discussed. In these workshops, decision makers, collaborators, regulators, 

federal and regional police managers and those who are involved in the 

research-based police profession used to involve regularly. The users of 

research findings are our organization, the parliaments, office of the prime 

minister, regional police commissions and the police offices under each 

region, and the wider civil societies. We used to send research reports for the 

key federal regional managerial bodies in a letter form, and we sometimes use 

mass media in general, and our weekly television programs and biweekly 

newspaper entitled “polisina ermijaw” to disseminate our research and 

investigation findings to reach the policemen and the remaining wider public 

in the country. (M1: on 10/02/2014)  
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More than half of the researchers also mentioned how the research reports and findings are disseminated 

for the audiences such as: ―Journals and mass media like, TV, Radio and Newspapers‖ (R1: on 

11/02/2014), ―Sending the reports to the stakeholders in a letter form is one of dissemination 

methods of our organization‖ (R2 & R3), ―Hardcopy of the report is sent‖ (R4: on 17/02/2014), 

―Workshops and written report‖ (R5: on 17/02/2014) and ―Workshop and mass media‖ (R6: on 

17/02/2014)..  

Regarding the effort of ensuring the research activities create value and actions taken to enhance 

the research outputs, there are evidences show that the research institute has constant regular 

evaluation programs within a given fiscal year. There is annual regular workshop on which the 

research works are presented by researchers and evaluated by the stakeholders of the 

commission. As Fantahun (2013) reported in the commission‘s bi-weekly newspaper Polisina 

Ermijaw (ፖሊስና ርምጃው) July, 2013, Vol.16, the research institute of the EFPC has conducted an 

annual research workshop, which was held within two days of July, 2013 so as to evaluate the 

quality of five research works in relation to improving the police services in 2005 E.C (2012/13) 

fiscal year for a couple of days.  

The report also indicated that the stakeholders of the Commission has evaluated five research 

works in the areas of countrywide study on the skills and ethical gaps of tactical investigators, 

best experiences of societal traditional crime prevention and justice systems, survey study on the 

human resources capacity building process in the EPUC Indoctrination directorate, Human 

Trafficking and Serious Crimes, and discussed on their quality and relevance as well as how to 

resolve the gap issues. Moreover, both of managers have shown their agreement about this idea, 

and added that such kind of research workshops are recurred in regular time intervals.  
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Finally, the informants mentioned what they feel about the incentive mechanisms of the 

commission in different ways based on the item: ―What incentive mechanisms are put in place to 

facilitate the research activities?‖ One of the respondents from managers stated as follows: 

Managers frequently use some verbal rewarding mechanisms, encouragement 

and cooperation the researchers and supportive workers. But the commission 

has its own rewarding mechanisms for all employees (policemen and civil 

servants) as a whole. The researchers are also beneficiaries of such type of 

rewarding and incentive mechanisms in accordance with their term of 

employment. (M1: on 10/02/2014) 

 

On the other hand, researcher also expressed their less confidence on the incentive mechanisms 

for research staff. The remaining of them (R2 & R5: both on 11/02/2014 & R3: on 17/02/2014) 

said ―there is nothing to say about incentives.‖ the other two researchers replied in different way 

like: ―Not at all for researchers but EFPC has its own countrywide rewarding and incentive 

mechanisms for its policemen‖ (R4: on 17/02/2014); and ―We are paid advance Payment when 

we get out of the capital city for research data and related areas‖ (R6: on 17/02/2014). The 

response given by one of the managers (M1: on 10/02/2014) was verified from the organizational 

incentives and rewarding manual of the commission. It states incentives mechanisms does the 

commission have for its police members, however, it doesn‘t it‘s the incentive mechanisms for 

the research staff (EFPC Incentives Manual 2001).  

Hence, the responses indicate that the research practice is a combination of field and desk 

research approaches; the frequency of research findings dissemination is seems very low; and it 

seems that the research incentive and rewarding programs do not sound effective especially for 

the research staff. 
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4.2.3.3 Outputs/outcomes 

This section tries to explore the research outputs and outcomes. Research outputs, as the products 

generated from research, include the means of evidencing, interpreting, and disseminating the 

findings of the research studies (European Commission, 2011). In this regard, the research 

outputs of the commission were assessed in different ways such as: the existence of the status of 

previous research reports, publications and proceedings.  

There are shelved research reports which were counted, listed and categorized by the current 

researcher in accordance with their focus areas among the four sectors of the commission. As the 

following table of the past trend shows, most commonly focused sectors to be studied are the 

Crime Prevention sector with its share of 26(43%), and  Human Resources and Technological 

Development sector with its share of 24(40%) of the reports conducted since 1960 E.C. 

 

 

 

 

Table 8: Available research reports by focus area         

Among the listed research reports from the shelves of the EFPC library, 26(43%) of them were 

conducted within the last ten years (1995-2005 E.C) since the EFPC was established under its 

Proclamation – 313/2003 (see the following table) as follows: 

              

 

Category 

No of 

research 

papers 

 

Percent 

Criminal Investigation 4 6 

Crime Prevention 26 43 

HRTD 24 40 

Education and Training 5 8 

Issues related to general police services 2 3 

Total  60 100 
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Category 

No of research 

papers 
 

Percent 

Criminal Investigation 2 8 

Crime Prevention 14 54 

HRTD 7 27 

Education and Training 3 11 

Total  26 100 
 

Table 9: Research Reports Conducted within the last 10 years (1995-2005)  
 

 

Among these 26 research reports (as shown in Table 9), similar trend has still continued to focus 

on crime prevention sector, i.e. as shown above, the sector covers 14(54%) of the reports. It 

seems that the crime prevention sector used to share more focus than the other sectors, which is, 

more than half of the research coverage. And this seems because of working on crime prevention 

areas is one of the most necessary tasks that influence the crime rate in the country. This idea is 

supported by one of the interviewed managers: ―…if we give a special focus more on crime 

prevention areas, we don‘t waste more resources on criminal investigation‖ as a part of response 

about current research areas (M2: on 27/03/2014).  

In regard to the currently ongoing research projects, all of the participants mentioned that there 

are 11 research projects undertaking in 2013/14(2006 E.C) fiscal year based on the item ―What 

are the ongoing researche projects being implemented by the commission?‖ They are mentioned 

as follows:  

- Customary Policing in Ethiopia 

- Identifying the skill gap of policemen: the current state and to what extent it is needed 

- International best experiences of utilizations of police communication tools 

- Inventory management and utilization in the EFPC 

- National Survey on the degree of public satisfaction towards the police service,  

- Police organizational Functions and International Experiences 
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- Police service trends, challenges and best practices 

- Public satisfaction towards the police 

- Standardizations, Gaps and Challenges of human resources efficiency, attitude and skill 

in the EPUC 

- Usage and Attitudes of the policemen towards Police Uniforms, and  

- HIV and Related Diseases Prevalence 

According to the above response of the informants, the commission is on its way of performing 

the highest number of research projects than ever. However, the past trend of undertaking 

research projects per year within the past ten years was very low, i.e. the average of 2.6 research 

outputs per year. As a matter of this fact, factors that determine the annual rate of research 

projects were mentioned by one of the managers based on the question: ―What factors determine 

how much research projects are conducted per year?‖  The responses of both managers are 

mentioned two ways. 

One of the factors that influence the amount of our research works can be 

money. Research costs too much money, and is unaffordable with the only 

government-allocated amount of budget. As I told you before, we don‟t have 

sufficient collaborators who support our organizational mission. (M1: on 

10/02/2014) 

 

One of the managers (M2: on 27/03/2014) mentioned that he shares the above idea and added his 

unique perception as follows: 

….a trained manpower in is the core factor that determines our research 

endeavors. Even if the organization gets sufficient manpower in the given area 

of studies especially: in research, police science and other social sciences 

fields because the focus of the commission for the time being is researching in 

social science areas, the amount, as well as, the quality of research activities 

increases. Most frequently, we announce vacant posts in the public media to 

hire educated, trained and skilled manpower especially in research. However, 

such kinds of individuals are not that much interested to be employed in 
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governmental organizations because of comparing the salary standards with 

that of NGOs and Private organizations. (M2: on 27/03/2014) 
 

In regard to other types of publications, the study has no input except the existence of the 

EFPC‘s ―polisina ermijaw‖ newspaper which is published in Amharic biweekly in tabloid size. 

This non-profit newspaper is widely distributed to all police members and interested civil 

societies in the country. It is partially colored and used for indoctrination of the human resources 

inside and outside the commission, dissemination of widely accepted research outputs, news, 

best practices of criminal investigation & prevention, scientific issues related to police services 

and so many other related issues. The present researcher was been a subscriber of this newspaper 

in his work stay of three years and three months (July11/2009-October 11/2013). Therefore, this 

event can be an eyewitness for the existence of the newspaper. 

In addition to this, there is a comic book entitled ―Tewerwari Kewakebt‖ (The Shooting Stars) in 

Amharic, which is published in collaboration with National AIDS Resource Centre to enable the 

police members to be aware of HIV/AIDS. Combining humor, action and gripping drama, the 52 

edition comic book will enable officers within Ethiopia‘s Federal Police to better understand the 

risks they face from HIV and develop strategies that will keep them safer. The primary themes of 

the comic book are: Benefits of seeking voluntary counseling and testing (VCT); Prevention of 

mother to child Transmission of HIV (PMTCT); Living Positively with HIV and AIDS; 

Advocating Anti Retroviral Therapy (ART) and drug adherence; Promoting Faithfulness; 

Promoting the correct and consistent use of condoms; and Reducing the number of sexual 

partners. It is a high key drama and its style is Entertainment Education (EE) following the 

Modeling and Reinforcement to Combat HIV (MARCH) Model (National AIDS Resource 

Center, 2008).  
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Coming to the research impacts, the Research Excellence Framework (2014) mentions that 

impact includes an effect on, change or benefit to the economy, society, culture, public policy or 

services, health, the environment or quality of life, beyond academia. Impact includes, but is not 

limited to, an effect on, change or benefit to: the activity, attitude, awareness, behaviour, 

capacity, opportunity, performance, policy, practice, process or understanding; of an audience, 

beneficiary, community, constituency, organisation or individuals; and in any geographical 

location whether locally, regionally, nationally or internationally. In addition, impact includes 

the reduction or prevention of harm, risk, cost or other negative effects in a given economic 

sector. 

In the context of the EFPC, the concept of the research impact is understood the same way 

indicated by EC, (2014), and the managers (M1 & M2) mentioned in accordance with what they 

perceive about it, based on the item: ―What are the major impacts of research activities on the 

organization?‖  

Within the varied time of intervals, the commission has been designing policy 

of community policing and preparing national standard for police education 

and training and good governance. The research outputs are regularly 

utilized as a feedback opportunity for police education and training programs 

so as to find the gaps of the programs. Based on these outputs, there are so 

many rules, regulations and organizational management strategies, designed 

and developed based on the past research results. The Ethiopian Federal 

Police Commission Establishment Proclamation- 720/2011 was reformed and 

issued in 2011.  The research department of the commission was restructured 

at an institute level and this is because of the impact of past research. These 

are some of the long-term impacts of the research outputs across the 

commission. (M1: on 10/02/2014) 

 

The above response implies that the organizational reform which is strongly related to the long-

term fruits of the research outputs. The other one also state that the research impacts are not 
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quantifiable ones, and he relates them with the public satisfaction towards and belongingness of 

the police works, as shown below: 

There are, even if there are some challenges, some changing faces of the 

commission. Most of the time, the wider public shows cooperativeness and 

getting involved on the endeavor of the police works such as: suspect search, 

crime prevention, providing information feedback, and any kind of support 

which is relevant to the police work.  Not only cooperativeness but we 

understood the public belongingness of the police work from the research and 

some other work reports. In addition to this, the commission is on the way of 

expanding the utilization ways of the products and knowledge of modern 

technologies in its all sectors. For me, the research outputs share their own 

significance role on the public satisfaction in general and the employees‟ 

satisfaction in particular. (M2: on 27/03/2014) 

 

Finally, a closing question ―What are the major challenges that hinder organizational efforts of 

research in the commission, and how are the challenges solved?‖ was posed to all of the 

informants. About half of the researchers said ―no challenges at all‖ and the remaining ones have 

expressed what they feel about their challenges in their daily research routines. Almost all among 

these share the response ―Luck of budget/money‖ and independently added ―informants‘ 

unwillingness and biased methods of giving information‖ (R1: on 11/02/2014), ―police 

accidental duties, lack of training and scarcity of inputs‖ (R6: on 17/02/2014)., (interference of 

political cases‖ (R9: on 21/02/2014)., ―scarcity of general inputs‖ (R10: on 13/03/2014)., 

―inefficient educational level of workers and interference of political issues (12) and the 

remaining one replied ―there is low capacity of workers‖(R7: on 21/02/2014).  

They also reflected about what they suggest a remedy to solve the challenges based on the sub-

item posed above. Among the half of the researchers who replied that there are challenges, four 

of them suggested some measure to be taken to improve the research practices of the commission 

such as: ―searching external funding sources‖ (R1: on 11/02/2014), ―working on making 

relations with different external bodies‖(R2: on 11/02/2014), ―making efforts through educating 
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at MA/MSc level and training‖ (R4: on 17/02/2014), and ―searching fund resources and creating 

awareness for the public‖ (R7: on 21/02/2014).. And similarly, the remaining two researchers 

(R3 & R5) said ―I have no idea.‖ The responses underline the shortage of financial sources.  

However, the managers‘ responses show that the challenges of the research practices are related 

to the scarcity of both financial and human resources and absence of external collaborations of 

the commission in research-related activities. The same item posed to both managers and they 

gave their responses merging the two ideas about their challenges and remedial actions for the 

elimination of challenges as follows: 

Our major challenges are shortage of trained man power and funding 

sources. We sometimes lack applicants even if we announce researcher vacant 

posts on the public media. Currently we are searching additional funding 

sources and efforts are being made to reorganize the research staff with the 

available and newly employed experts. (M1: on 10/02/2014) 

     The other respondent from the manager participants also stated the challenges as follows: 

If we maintain collaborative relations with the external bodies our research 

activities would be supported with a variety of costs directly associated with 

the work such as equipment, travel and salaries and incentives for the 

research and supportive staff members. But our collaborative relation in 

research-related areas is negligible. What we have to do is, attracting 

external collaborators to strengthen the research activities across the 

commission.  (M2: on 27/03/2014) 
 

In general, as suggested above, there are research outputs completed within the past twenty 

years; however, they are few in number comparing with the time since the commission was 

established.  In addition, the annual dissemination rate of the research outputs is only one 

meeting of stakeholders; therefore, it is understood that the research outputs are simply shelfed in 

the library disseminated for use. There are two forms of major challenges such as: lack of trained 

manpower and additional financial resources behind the problems.  On the contrary, it is revealed 
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that the managers are proud, even if they are challenged, of installation of the research system in 

the commission since they express what they feel about the positive impacts of the existence of 

research in the commission. 

4.4 Discussion on the Major Findings 

4.4.1 Organizational Characteristics 

The major issues which were highlighted by the findings concerning the organizational 

characteristics of the commission are mentioned as follows: 

The managers agreed that there is helpful organizational setup/structure that facilitates research 

activities in the commission and the research staff members are mission oriented, however, half 

of the researchers agree on the idea. Almost all of the respondents felt that the research 

coordination unit is autonomous in undertaking research across the commission but sometimes 

the regulators monitor its works and decision making process on the research priorities. In 

addition, it is interesting to note that the human resources policy requires the research staff 

members to possess the same qualification with that of the higher institution HR policy of the 

country except the police members those are not assigned in research unit.  

It is clear that the commission is capable in possessing major infrastructural resources such as: 

libraries, hospitals, clinics, information communication technology (ICT) and forensic 

laboratories, and education and training institutions and some other types of resources except 

financial and human resources in the research coordination unit. However, even if there is a 

limited amount, the available research-related human resources are competent ones. 
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The majority of responses to the item about the existence of research culture indicated that the 

EFPC is rich in research culture with justifications that the daily routines of the policemen are 

pertaining with research activities (such as: data collection, analysis, inference, generalization, 

case-based investigations), and the conceptions of different policing theories are also based on 

the findings of research. More than half respondents were of opinion that the leadership bodies of 

the commission have a significant role in creating favorable environment for research activities, 

are committed to facilitate research related and institutional change endeavors. 

4.4.2 External Actors 

Highlights of research results pertaining to the external actors are mentioned as follows: 

- As to be a governmental organization, it is clear that majority of external actors of the 

EFPC are of government bodies vertically monitor the duties and powers of the 

commission in general and the research institute in particular.  

- Most of the times, the research priorities and research-related decision making processes 

are monitored by government‘s external actors and the research institute has no clear 

mandate except performing the duties assigned by top-level managers.  

- As the archival documents indicate, it seems that the commission possesses its own well-

defined and clear legal framework which is issued in its establishment proclamation in 

order to govern the human resources and other features of the commission. 

- All respondents indicated that the commission mainly uses its government-allocated 

human and financial resources to run its research activities across the country and lack of 

additional financial sources affect the commissions‘ endeavor of extending its research 

projects. Almost all of the respondents were of opinion that even if the commission has a 

clearly set legal framework about collaboration with external bodies, its research-related 
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collaborations are functional with only governmental bodies horizontally and vertically 

except HKS.  

- The respondents were also divided in their opinions that the research institute, sometimes, 

is a beneficiary of information network, trainings, technical support and evaluation 

supports in research-related issues from the collaborations which are maintained with the 

external bodies (collaborators). Finally, it was indicated that having different policy 

directions among the commission and the external collaborators or any other sponsors 

those want to work with it is one of obstacles to build successful collaborations. 

4.4.3 Research Practices 

There are some major issues to be highlighted by the findings concerning research practices of 

the commission: 

4.3.3.1 Inputs 

- Responses indicated that there are about 16 researchers and 4 supportive employees 

assigned in the research institute but the number not significant in accordance with the 

research activities of the commission‘s multidimensional areas and they feel that most of 

them are well qualified with knowledge and competence. 

- All the researchers are qualified with social sciences fields including police science 

however; none of them possesses qualification in especially in research related fields of 

studies. 

- The financial input of the commission is regularly allocated from the federal government, 

thoroughly regulated and monitored through governmental financing systems however; 
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the internal budget budge is always done in proportion with the other sectors of the 

commission. 

4.3.3.2 Throughputs 

Evidences noted that the researchers‘ engagement is based on qualification, knowledge, skills, 

research experience of exposure, and attitude of the individuals towards the police profession. 

The commission has its own organizational incentives and rewarding manual for all of its police 

members however, there no special incentive mechanisms for the research staff except verbal 

rewarding methods. Again it was also noted that the most frequently focused research area of the 

commission‘s sectors is crime prevention sector; and this implies that the police work mush have 

a special concern on this sector and this is the reason why the research activities are more 

focused in it.  

4.3.3.3 Outputs 

In regard to the past trends of research, almost all research outputs are results of team work; all 

of them are of social science fields & qualitative research designs; and more than half of the 

outputs are field-based research works. The archival evidences indicate that the average rate of 

research works done within the past ten years is three reports per year. However, the number of 

the commission‘s current research projects reaches eleven in 2014. In this regard, the most 

influencing factors on the number of research outputs are the existence/absence of a trained 

manpower and adequate funding sources.  

There are two types of organizational publications such as: a bimonthly newspaper entitled 

―polisina ermijaw” and a quarterly comic book entitled ―tewerwari kwakibt”(both are in 

Amharic) in order to indoctrinate all the police members all over the country and the wider 
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public with the multidirectional contents about the police & their work;  and HIV/AIDS related 

issues respectively. 

Again it is clear from the responses and archival evidences that the internal research audiences of 

the commission are decision makers and top-level managers; and the external research audiences 

are the commission‘s regulators, the federal state offices, regional & city administration police 

commissions and the wider public. Moreover, it is clear from the responses that the research 

outputs of the commission are disseminated to the research audiences in written report of the 

findings, its newspaper & weekly television programs and annual regular research workshops. 

4.3.3.4 Impacts 

It is interesting to note that there are numerous changing faces of the EFPC as the long-term 

research impacts which are categorized in two dimensions. One of them is continuous reforms of 

policy frameworks such as: designing national policy on community policing; setting standards 

for the police education and training & good governance; and utilizing research outputs as a 

feedback opportunity for the improvement of police education and training programs as well as 

overall organizational reforms. Based on the organizational research outputs, several rules, 

regulations and organizational management strategies have been formulated. The commission 

was re-established with its new establishment proclamation and the research coordination unit 

was restructured and reorganized at the institute level. 

The second dimension of the research impact is pertaining to the customary policing issue.  The 

responses indicated that the public satisfaction and confidence towards the police and their work 

increases from time to time. In addition to this, now-a-days the level public belongingness and 

cooperation of the police work is also rated high. It is the managers‘ perception that the research 

activities of the commission contributes its significant share in the above two achievements.  
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On the other hand, there are some challenges as noted by the respondents. One of these is 

shortage of trained manpower in the research institute in contrast with the multidimensional 

research activities of the commission across the country. This is indicated as one of the 

determining factors of the commission not to extend the research projects in accordance with the 

national demand. The second factor that determines the how much research projects are being 

done is lack of funding sources. Again it was indicated that the commission has no sound 

relation with external collaborating bodies because of most of the collaborators and their policies 

do not fit with the national mission of the EFPC. In order to minimize such types of challenges, 

the managers noted that the commission is on its way to reorganize the research institute with 

adequate human resources and attract external research collaborators who possess similar 

policies in research related issues. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The final chapter of this thesis restates the research objectives and reviews of the findings of the 

study. The major sections of this chapter summarize a number of important conclusions that can 

be drawn from the discussion of findings. In addition it provides possible recommendations for 

the improvement of the research activities and minimization of the challenges stated in the 

discussions. 

5.1 Summary  

The objective of this study was to examine the status and challenges of research practices in 

police organization in Ethiopian context. With this general objective, the study was expected to 

answer the following research questions such as: 

 What is the current status of the research activities undertaking in Ethiopian Federal 

Police Commission (EFPC)? 

 What did the past trend of research look like in the EFPC? 

 To what extent do the research outputs influence the quality of the police service? 

 What are the main factors influencing the quality of the research activities carried out by 

the EFPC? 

 What should be done to improve the current status of the research activities undertaking 

in the EFPC? 

A qualitative research approach was employed to collect, analyze and interpret the data. The 

interviews were used to generate data from researchers and managers engaged in research and 
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related activities in the EFPC. A conceptual framework driven from the literature was used to 

guide the research. Analysis of data indicated the following major findings:  

 Firstly, about the current status or the research activities, they were not extended as it is 

expected in large-scaled federal government organization in accordance with the national 

demand of the commission in terms of adequate human and financial resources. Even if 

there are research outputs undertaken by the organization within the past twenty years, 

their number is negligible and they are simply shelfed in the library.  

 Secondly, the past trend about annual rate of undertaking research projects per year 

within the past twenty years was very low and the number of research projects per year 

was been influenced by the amount of available manpower and funding sources; the types 

of research undertaken were both field and desk research approaches; there is no especial 

incentives and rewarding system for research coordination unit except verbal rewarding; 

and research outputs dissemination rate is very poor. Moreover, the commission has no 

sound relation with other nongovernmental collaborating bodies because of most of the 

collaborators and their policies do not fit with the national security policy. 

 The third question was about how much the police services are influenced by research 

activities. To some extent, the police services are influenced by the research outputs. This 

study revealed that public belongingness and cooperativeness on the police services is 

increasing. In addition, the commission is on the way of expanding the utilization ways of 

the products and knowledge of modern technologies in all sectors of the commission. 

Therefore, it is understood that has its own share on influencing these changing faces of 

the commission throughout the past years; however it has to be improved.  
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 Finally, there are some factors that influence the expansion of research activities carried 

out by the commission. They are the existence/absence of research oriented/trained 

manpower, extra funding sources and infrastructural facilities in organizations. Attempts 

have been made to show that organizational research activities may be either facilitated 

or hindered by such kinds of determining factors in the EFPC. 

5.2 Conclusions 

The result of the study shows that, there are research activities undertaking in the EFPC and to 

some extent the police services are influenced by research. It‘s been about more than two 

decades since the EFPC was established as a federal organ having its own legal personality. And 

there were few research outputs completed within the last two decades. However, the research 

activities were not extended in accordance with the national demand of the commission. Even if 

there are research outputs undertaken by the organization within the past ten years, their number 

is very few in contrast with its stay of decades and they are simply shelfed in the library.  

The EFPC has adequate infrastructural resources which are installed to support its major 

functions, as well as, facilitate the research activities. However, there were some determining 

factors(challenges) that affect the research activities undertaking in the EFPC. One of them is 

lack of adequate human resources. Research activities need well trained, skilled and experienced 

human resources; however, the commission most of the time lacks such kind of professionals in 

the market. It is assumed that the number of human resources in the research institute in contrast 

with the multidimensional research activities of the commission across the country seems not 

proportional. This was indicated as one of the challenges affecting the commission‘s endeavor to 

extend the research projects in accordance with the national demand.  
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Secondly, the most determining factor is lack of funding sources. Research activities also cost 

too much money; therefore, the findings show that it is not affordable to carry out all the research 

activities of the commission with limited amount of government-allocated budget.  

In terms of collaborative relation, it seems that the commission is not open for outside world i.e., 

its collaborative relation with other nongovernmental bodies on research sounds unsatisfactory. 

Even if some external bodies claim a collaborative relation on research, the commission does not 

accommodate them if they do not possess similar goals and shared visions.  

5.3 Recommendations 

Thus, the researcher pointed some tentative efforts that have to be made to minimize the 

challenges stated in the findings and extend the research activities in the commission and across 

its national responsibilities. They are stated in accordance with the roles that different bodies can 

play as follows:  

 

a. For regulators  

The regulators are expected to: 

  revise the strategies implemented in relation to human and financial capacity 

development programs for the research activities. 

 design research policies and strategies in a way that either attract or accommodate the 

external co-workers and collaborators with shared outcomes and vision. 

 

b. Managers  

The management bodies are also expected to:  
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 launch experience sharing programs for researchers and other professionals in order to 

build their extended knowledge of the researchers in collaboration with other interested 

individuals and organizations. 

 increase the number of annual research workshops and conferences in the area of the 

study within a possible time interval to extend the dissemination and learning 

opportunities of the research findings across the commission.  

 invite and accommodate  researchers and research organizations accommodated to 

conduct and produce their studies to fulfill the pending needs of the police services in 

general and the research activities in particular.  

 Attempts to be made by managers to facilitate an organizational setup in a way that they 

build collaborative relationship with external environment. This could support the 

commission to reorganize the research institute with adequate human and financial 

resources.  

c. Researchers, Research Institutions and other Interested Organizations 

Researchers, research institutions and other interested organizations are expected to: 

 show their interest to work with the commission more on research and development 

activities with shared vision.  

 recheck the desk research outputs using field data.  

 Work with the commission on the endeavor of improving the quantity research outputs, 

as well as using them for different purposes.  

 conduct further studies that address the research activities of the commission, as well as 

other related issues that were not addressed by the current study. 
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Appendix A 

Interview Guidelines for the Managers of Ethiopian Federal Police Commission 
 

 

I. GENERAL INFORMATION 

Name of the Sector_________________________________ Position____________        

Number of professionals under the sector_________ Date_________________________ 

Time started _________________________ Time Ended ________________ 

II. EXTERNAL CHARACTERISTICS AND THEIR INFLUENCE ON RESEARCH 

1. Does the commission have collaborative relationship with external bodies on research 

activities such as; the wider public, researchers, donors, universities, and other 

governmental and non-governmental organizations? 

2. What type of support does your organization receive from other organizations? 

3. How do the external key actors (government bodies) the influence the research activities? 

4.  To what extent do policies and regulations influence the human resource procurement for 

the research activities?  

5. Who are the external regulators (monitors) of the research activities? 

6. To what extent do the regulators influence the research activities?  

7. Would you tell me the role of external actors in enabling or inhibiting research activities?  

III.  INTERNAL CHARACTERISTICS AND THEIR INFLUENCE ON RESEARCH 

8. How do the research activities are related to the commission of the commission? 

9. How do you perceive the research staff competence?  

10. How far the organizational structure facilitates research activities? 

11. What is the role of leadership of the commission in creating an enabling environment for 

research? 

12. What leadership styles do you think is important tothat facilitate the research activities? 

13. What types and sources of funds does the commission uses for research? 

14. Is there a research culture in the commission? How? 

15. What incentive mechanisms does the commission have to foster the research activities? 

IV. RESEARCH PRACTICES(INPUTS, THROUGHPUTS & UTPUTS/OUTCOMES) IN 

THE ORGANIZATION 

16. What are the current focus areas of the research? 

17. What do the research staff engagement methods of the commission look like? 

18.  What are factors determining how many research projects are conducted per year? 

19. Are the any major impacts of research activities across the commission? 

20. What are the major challenges that hinder organizational efforts of research?  

21. What are the actions taken to address the challenges? 
 

Additional probing questions 

i. Can you give me some examples? 

ii. Can you please, tell me the place and the time? 

iii. Who did it? 

iv. What do you suggest if it is related to capability issues? 
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Appendix B  

  Interview Questions for the Researchers of Ethiopian Federal Police Commission 
 

This interview format was prepared for the purpose of MA Thesis entitled “Research Practices 

at the Ethiopian Federal Police Commission: Status and Challenges.” In addition to its 

educational benefit for the researcher, your honest response to the following interview 

question will have significant informative role the institutional change endeavors of the 

commission. Thanks in advance for you cooperation! 

I. GENERAL INFORMATION 

Name of the Sector_________________________________ Position____________        

Number of professionals under the sector_________ Dat_________________________ 

Time started _________________________ Time Ended ________________ 

II. EXTERNAL CHARACTERISTICS AND THEIR INFLUENCE ON RESEARCH 

1. Would you tell me if there are types of collaborations with external bodies on research 

activities such as; the wider public, researchers, donors, universities, and other governmental 

and non-governmental organizations?       

             

2. What types of support does your organization receive from other organizations?   

            

             

3. Who are the external key actors (government bodies) the influence the research undertaking 

in your organization?          

             

4. How do government policies and regulations influence the human resource procurement for 

the research activities in your organization?       

             

5. Who are the external regulators (monitors) of the research activities?   

            

             

6. To what extent do regulators influence the research activities of the commission?  

            

            

7. What is the role of external actors in enabling or inhibiting research activities in your 

organization?           

            

            

 

III.  INTERNAL CHARACTERISTICS AND THEIR INFLUENCE ON RESEARCH 

8. What is the mission of the commission? How is research related to the mission of the 

commission?          
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9. How do you describe the research staff competence?     

            

             

10. Is there an organizational setup/structure the facilitate research activities? If so, how? 

            

             

11. How do you describe the leadership of the commission in creating an enabling environment 

for research?           

           

12. What are the leadership styles that facilitate the research activities in the commission? 

            

            

            

  

13. What types and sources of funds does the commission use for research?   

            

            

           

14. How do you describe the research culture in the commission?    

            

             

15. What incentive mechanisms are put in place to facilitate the research activities?  

            

             

IV. RESEARCH PRACTICES(INPUTS, THROUGHPUTS & UTPUTS/OUTCOMES) IN 

THE ORGANIZATION 

16. What are the current focus areas of the research activates?     

            

            

            

17. How do the staff members engage in research?      

            

           

18. Are there completed or ongoing research projects?      

            

           

19. What type of publications and research reports does the commission have? How are they 

disseminated?           
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20. What factors determine how many research projects are conducted per year?  

            

             

21. Are there research organizations which used to work with the commission?_____ 

             

22. What are the major impacts of research activities on the organization?   

             

23. What are the major challenges that hinder organizational efforts of research in the 

commission?          

             

24. How does the commission address the challenges?      

            

            

            

 

 

 

Thank You! 
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Appendix C 
 

Adane Hailu Herut <adish2001@gmail.com>  
 

                    Mar 31/2014 

                      5:39pm  

 

 

 

 

to mila_cerecina  

 
Subject: Request for Interviews 

 

 Conversation started today 

  

5:39pm  

Dear Sir/Madam 

Greetings from Ethiopia! I am Adane Hailu, 35, and MA student at Addis Ababa University, 

Institute of Educational Research Ethiopia. Now I am doing my MA Thesis entitled "Research 

Practices at the Ethiopian Federal Police Commission: Status and Challenges". I was informed 

that Harvard Kennedy School is working with the commission on research related issues. My 

advisor suggested me to include one of the individuals from the collaborators such as: 

Kennedy School as one of the interviewees to strengthen the validity of my thesis. I am asking 

your kind cooperation to allow me to conduct interview with someone from your organization 

about the co-working status with EFP based on some of my interview questions for a few 

minutes. 

Currently, I am negotiating with some of the managers of the Ethiopian Federal Police 

Commission (EFPC). I have conducted an interview with Commander Teshome Geleta, 

Director of the Research Institute of the commission. In addition, I am trying to get at least 5 

of other top-level managers of the commission. I hope they will be willing to help me. I think 

this is all about my research looks like. Some of my questions in the interviews are about the 

existence of collaborators around the research institute, their level of collaborative relation 

and type of collaborations, the interactions between the two, how far they influence the 

research activities of the institute and what the collaborators need from the research institute. 

Therefore, I wanted to get similar information from the collaborators like you organization. 

Sincerely 

Adane Hailu 

Addis Ababa, Ethiopia 
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Appendix D 
 

Email Response from Collaborators (No.1) 

(from the inbox of adish2001@gmail.com) 

  

Apr 7/2014 

 
 

 

Wilks, Jason  
 

 

   

 to me  

 
 

Good day Ato Adane, 

  

I hope this finds you well. I am sorry but we will not be able to respond to these questions. I believe 

my colleague Mila explained that we do fit the term of research collaborator nor do we feel 

comfortable evaluating  the research capacity of the EFP. You have very good questions and I hope 

that you will find the appropriate organization to assist in your work. I would suggest that you speak 

with Commander Teshome to identify a suitable alternative. I hope that this clarifies our position and 

I wish you all the best in your studies, 

  

  

Yours sincerely, 

  

Jason Wilks 

 Jason Wilks 
Research Associate 
Program in Criminal Justice Policy and Management 
Harvard Kennedy School 
79 JFK Street, Cambridge, MA 02138 
Phone: +1-617-496-8456 

Office: 407 Taubman 

http://www.hks.harvard.edu/criminaljustice/indicators-of-safety-and-justice 

tel:%2B1-617-496-8456
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/criminaljustice/indicators-of-safety-and-justice
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Appendix E 
  

Email Response from Collaborators (No.2) 

(from the inbox of adish2001@gmail.com) 

 

Cerecina, 

Mila  
 

Apr 2/2014 

  
 

 

to Jason, me  

 
 

 

Hi there Adane, 

  

Thanks for your email, apologies it took us some time to reply. 

 Our work is about developing the skills and conceptual abilities of the EFP leadership to design and 

to use „governance indicators.‟ We focus on helping the research team as well as managers to use 

existing data (within and outside the EFP) as well as helping them design new data collection 

activities, in order to serve these indicator development purposes. The EFP does not receive funding 

from us, rather we work as thought partners about the challenges of governance, to which indicators 

are a partial solution. 

 I hope you find a chance to talk to EFP‟s research collaborators to suit your research design. 

 Best of luck! 

 Mila 

  

Mila Cerecina 
Country Engagement Manager 
Program in Criminal Justice Policy and Management  
Harvard Kennedy School  
Harvard University 
79 JFK Street, Cambridge, MA 02138 
Phone: +1-617-496-7193 
Office: 445 Taubman 
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/criminaljustice/indicators-of-safety-and-justice  

tel:%2B1-617-496-7193
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/criminaljustice/indicators-of-safety-and-justice
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Appendix F 
 

 LIST OF RESEARCH PAPERS AT ETHIOPIAN FEDERAL POLICE COMMISSION 
 
 

No 

 
 

Author 

Y
ea

r(
in

 
E
.C

) 

Lo
ca

ti
on

  

 
 

Title  

 
 

Study Area  
 

 
 

Colla
borat
or/s 

 
 

Remarks  

1 የተቋሙ ጥናትና ምርምር ቡድን 2005 አአ የማህበረሰብ ባህላዊ የወንጀል መከላከልና  የግጭት አፇታት ዘዴ፡ የተመረጡ 
አካባቢዎች ምርጥ ተሞክሮ ዳሰሳ 

የወንጀል መከላከል ዘርፍ -  

2 የተቋሙ ጥናትና ምርምር ቡድን 2004 አአ ተጨባጩ የፖሊስ አገልግሎት የሚጠይቀው ክህሎት፣ አመለካከትና በፖሊስ 
ከፍተኛ ትምህርትና ሥልጠናዎች መካከል ያለ ክፍተት ጥናት 

ትምህርትና ሥልጠና -  

3 የተቋሙ ጥናትና ምርምር ቡድን 2004 አአ የፌዯራል ፖሊስ አባላትን በመመልመል፣ በማሠልጠን፣ በመገንባትና 
በመምራት ረገድ ያሉ ችግሮች ለሰው ኃይል ፍልሰት ያላቸው አስተዋጽኦ 

ትምህርትና ሥልጠና -  

4 የተቋሙ ጥናትና ምርምር ቡድን 2004 አአ የማህበረሰብ አቀፍ ፖሊሳዊ አገልግሎት አተገባበርና አፇጻጸም አቅጣጫ የወንጀል መከላከል ዘርፍ -  
5 የተቋሙ ጥናትና ምርምር ቡድን 2003 አአ የአዯገኛ ዕፆች እና ሰውሰራሽና አዯገኛ መድኃኒቶች ምንነትና የሚያስከትለው 

ጉዳት 

የወንጀል መከላከል ዘርፍ -  

6 የተቋሙ ጥናትና ምርምር ቡድን 2002 አአ በአገር አቀፍ ዯረጃ በሀይማኖት ዙሪያ የነበረው የአሠራር ችግርና የመፍትሔ 
አቅጣጫ 

የወንጀል መከላከል ዘርፍ -  

7 የተቋሙ ጥናትና ምርምር ቡድን 2002 አአ የሽብርተኝነት ሁኔታ በአለም አቀፍና በኢትዮጵያ የወንጀል መከላከል ዘርፍ -  
8 የተቋሙ ጥናትና ምርምር ቡድን 2002 አአ የፌዴራል ፖሊስ ዋና ዋና ችግሮችና የመፍትሔ አቅጣጫዎች የሰ/ሀ/ቴ/ማ/ዘርፍ -  
9 የተቋሙ ጥናትና ምርምር ቡድን 2002 አአ የፌዯራል ፖሊስ፣ አዲስአበባ፣ ድሬዳዋ እና የክልል ፖሊስ ማስተባበሪያ ዋና 

መምሪያ የ6 ዓመትጉዞ (1995-2001) 

የሰ/ሀ/ቴ/ማ/ዘርፍ -  

10 የተቋሙ ጥናትና ምርምር ቡድን 2001 አአ የኢትዮጵያ ፌዴራል ፖሊስ ኮሚሽን የመሰረታዊ የስራ ሂዯት ለውጥ ሪፖርት የሰ/ሀ/ቴ/ማ/ዘርፍ -  
11 የተቋሙ ጥናትና ምርምር ቡድን 2000 አአ በአገራችን የአነስተኛና ህገወጥ የጦር መሣሪያ ዝውውርና ያስከተለው ጉዳት የወንጀል ምርመራ ዘርፍ -  
12 የተቋሙ ጥናትና ምርምር ቡድን 1999 አአ የኢትዮጵያ ፖሊስ ኮሌጅ ርፎርም ስትራተጂ (1999-2003) የሰ/ሀ/ቴ/ማ/ዘርፍ -  
13 የተቋሙ ጥናትና ምርምር ቡድን 1999 አአ የህዝብ ሰላምን ለማረጋገጥ ተዯጋጋሚ ወንጀልን ስለመቆጣጠር የተካሄዯ 

ሴሚናር (ፌብርዋሪ 17/2007) 

የወንጀል መከላከል ዘርፍ UNA
FEI 

 

14 የተቋሙ ጥናትና ምርምር ቡድን 1998 አአ የአዯገኛ ቦዘኔነት አዋጅ በፖሊስ ሥራ አፇጻጸም በኩል የታዩ ችግሮችና 
መፍትሔዎቻቸው 

የወንጀል መከላከል ዘርፍ -  

15 የተቋሙ ጥናትና ምርምር ቡድን 1998 አአ የወረዳ ፖሊስን የፍትህ ሥርዓት ለማሻሻልና የፖሊስ ሥልጠና  ት/ቤቶችን አቅም ለማሳዯግ የሚያስችል 
ጥናት 

ትምህርትና ሥልጠና -  

16 የተቋሙ ጥናትና ምርምር ቡድን 1998 አአ አዯገኛ ቦዘኔነት በፖሊስ ሥራ አፇጻጸም በኩል የታዩ ችግሮችና 
መፍትሔዎቻቸው 

የወንጀል መከላከል ዘርፍ -  

17 የተቋሙ ጥናትና ምርምር ቡድን 1998 አአ የወረዳ ፖሊስ የፍትህ ሥርዓት ማሻሻያ ማኑዋል የሰ/ሀ/ቴ/ማ/ዘርፍ -  
18 የተቋሙ ጥናትና ምርምር ቡድን 1997 አአ ሀሰተኛ ገንዘብ የማዘዋወርና የማሠራጨት ወንጀል መንስኤና አዝማሚያው የወንጀል መከላከል ዘርፍ -  
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19 የተቋሙ ጥናትና ምርምር ቡድን 1997 አአ ኮሚዩኒቲ ፖሊስንግ በሥራ ላይ መተግበሩን ለመቃኘት ከየካቲት 6-14/1997 
ዓ.ም በአማራ ብሔራዊ ክልላዊ መንግሥት የተዯረገ የመስክ ጥናት 

የወንጀል መከላከል ዘርፍ -  

20 የተቋሙ ጥናትና ምርምር ቡድን 1997 አአ በወንጀል የፍርድ ሥርዓት ውስጥ የሰብዓዊ መብት አጠባበቅ ችግሮችና 
መፍትሔዎቻቸው 

የሰ/ሀ/ቴ/ማ/ዘርፍ -  

21 የተቋሙ ጥናትና ምርምር ቡድን 1996 አአ የፖሊስ የወንጀል መከላከልና ምርመራ ሥራ ውጤት ምዘናና መገምገሚያ 
ሪፖረት 

የወንጀል መከላከል ዘርፍ -  

22 የተቋሙ ጥናትና ምርምር ቡድን 1996 አአ በአዲስ አበባ መስተዳድር ፖሊስ ኮሚሽን የሰው ሀብት ድርጅታዊ አቅምና 
አሠራሮች ዙሪያ የሚታዩ ችግሮችና መፍትሔዎቻቸው 

የሰ/ሀ/ቴ/ማ/ዘርፍ -  

23 የተቋሙ ጥናትና ምርምር ቡድን 1996 አአ በኢትዮጵያ በተመረጡ ወረዳዎች የኮሚዩኒቲ ፖሊስንግ የሙከራ ፕሮጀክት 
ጥናት 

የወንጀል መከላከል ዘርፍ -  

24 ጌታቸውኤረና 1996 አአ የኮሚዩኒቲ ፖሊስንግ ተሞክሮ ወርክሾፕ የወንጀል መከላከል ዘርፍ -  
25 የተቋሙ ጥናትና ምርምር ቡድን 1995 አአ በወጣት ጥፋተኞች ምርመራና እንክብካቤ ላይ የሚታዩ ችግሮችና የመፍትሔ 

አቅጣጫዎች ቃኚ ጥናት 

የወንጀል ምርመራ ዘርፍ -  

26 የተቋሙ ጥናትና ምርምር ቡድን 1995 አአ አዯገኛ ሥራፇትነት በሚመለከት በ5 የክልል ከተሞች ዋና ዋና ከተሞች ላይ የወንጀል መከላከል ዘርፍ -  
27 የተቋሙ ጥናትና ምርምር ቡድን 1994 አአ በፌዴራል ፖሊስ የሙዚቃና ቴአትር ክፍል ችግሮች ዙሪያ የተዯረገ ጥናት የሰ/ሀ/ቴ/ማ/ዘርፍ -  
28 የተቋሙ ጥናትና ምርምር ቡድን 1994 አአ የኮሚዩኒቲ ፖሊስንግ መሠረተ-ሀሳብ ተሞክሮና ችግሮች የወንጀል መከላከል ዘርፍ -  
29 የተቋሙ ጥናትና ምርምር ቡድን 1994 አአ የመኪናና የመኪና ዕቃ ስርቆት ወንጀል አዝማሚያውና መንስኤው መንስኤው 

በአዲስአበባ 

 
የወንጀል መከላከል ዘርፍ 

 

-  

30 የተቋሙ ጥናትና ምርምር ቡድን 1994 አአ የቤት ሰብሮ መስረቅ ወንጀል መንስኤና አዝማሚያው የወንጀል መከላከል ዘርፍ -  
31 የተቋሙ ጥናትና ምርምር ቡድን 1993 አአ የኢትዮጵያ ፌዴራል ፖሊስ ኮሚሽን መዋቅራዊ ጥናት የሰ/ሀ/ቴ/ማ/ዘርፍ 

 
-  

32 የተቋሙ ጥናትና ምርምር ቡድን 1993 አአ የባህርዳር ከተማ ፖሊስ የሥራ እንቅስቃሴን የሚቃኝ ናሙና ጥናት የሰ/ሀ/ቴ/ማ/ዘርፍ -  
33 የተቋሙ ጥናትና ምርምር ቡድን 1993 አአ ኢንስፔክሽን ለፖሊስ ሙያ ያለው ጠቀሜታና ችግሮቹ የሰ/ሀ/ቴ/ማ/ዘርፍ -  
34 የተቋሙ ጥናትና ምርምር ቡድን 1993 አአ የፖሊስ ተቋም ግንባታ በአብዮታዊ ዴሞክራሲ የሰ/ሀ/ቴ/ማ/ዘርፍ -  
35 የተቋሙ ጥናትና ምርምር ቡድን 1993 አአ የወንጀል መረጃን ለጥበቃ ዕቅድ አሰጣጥ በመጠቀም ረገድ ያሉ ችግሮች የወንጀል መከላከል ዘርፍ -  
36 የተቋሙ ጥናትና ምርምር ቡድን 1993 አአ በፌዯራል ፖሊስ ጥናቶች ወዯተግባር እንዲለወጡ የማያዯርጉ ችግሮችና 

የመፍትሔ ሀሳቦች 

የሰ/ሀ/ቴ/ማ/ዘርፍ -  

37 የተቋሙ ጥናትና ምርምር ቡድን 1993 አአ የቀላል መሣሪያ ትምህርት ይዘትና የአፇጻጸም መመሪያ የወንጀል መከላከል ዘርፍ -  
38 የተቋሙ ጥናትና ምርምር ቡድን 1993 አአ በዘላኑ ማህበረሰብ ለሚፇጸመው የከብት ዘረፋ ወንጀል መንስኤና ጉዳት የወንጀል መከላከል ዘርፍ -  
39 መኮንንአለማየሁ 1993 አአ በፖሊስ ወንጀል ምርመራ ዙሪያ የሚያጋጥሙ አጠቃላይ ችግሮች የወንጀል ምርመራ ዘርፍ -  
40 የተቋሙ ጥናትና ምርምር ቡድን 1993 አአ ወንጀል የተሠራባቸው ናቸው ተብለው በፖሊስ በሚያዙ እግዚህቢቶች ዙሪያ 

የሚታዩ መሠረታዊ ችግሮች 

የወንጀል ምርመራ ዘርፍ -  
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41 የተቋሙ ጥናትና ምርምር ቡድን 1993 አአ በፌዴራል ፖሊስ የሽልማት አሰጣጥ መምሪያ የሰ/ሀ/ቴ/ማ/ዘርፍ -  
42 የተቋሙ ጥናትና ምርምር ቡድን 1993 አአ ፖሊስና ሰብአዊ መብት የሰ/ሀ/ቴ/ማ/ዘርፍ -  
43 የተቋሙ ጥናትና ምርምር ቡድን 1991 አአ የስትራቴጂ ምንነትና አስፇላጊነት ከፖሊስ ሥራ አንፃር የሰ/ሀ/ቴ/ማ/ዘርፍ -  
44 የተቋሙ ጥናትና ምርምር ቡድን 1991 አአ የወረዳ ፖሊስ ሥራ አመራር ማኑዋል(ረቂቅ) የሰ/ሀ/ቴ/ማ/ዘርፍ -  
45 የተቋሙ ጥናትና ምርምር ቡድን 1991 አአ በክልል ዯረጃ የሚያስፇልግ የፖሊስ ኃይል ፍላጎት መጠን የሰ/ሀ/ቴ/ማ/ዘርፍ -  
46 የተቋሙ ጥናትና ምርምር ቡድን 1991 አአ የአስፇድዶ መድፇርና ጠለፋ ወንጀል መንስኤዎችና የሚያስከትሉ ጉዳቶች የወንጀል መከላከል ዘርፍ -  
47 የተቋሙ ጥናትና ምርምር ቡድን 1988 አአ አዯገኛ ዕፅ ማዘዋወር መጠቀምና አዝማሚያው በአዲስ አበባ የወንጀል መከላከል ዘርፍ -  
48 የተቋሙ ጥናትና ምርምር ቡድን 1988 አአ በወንጀል በወጣት ጥፋኝነትና በመንገድ ትራፊክ እንቅስቃሴ ላይ የተከናወነ 

ጥናት 

የወንጀል መከላከል ዘርፍ -  

49 የተቋሙ ጥናትና ምርምር ቡድን 1988 አአ በወንጀል የሚከሰሱ ወጣቶችን ከህግና ከህፃናት ኮንቬንሽን አኳያ ለመጠበቅ 
የሚታዩ ችግሮችና የመፍትሔ ሀሳቦች 

የወንጀል መከላከል ዘርፍ -  

50 የተቋሙ ጥናትና ምርምር ቡድን 1988 አአ የተዯራጁ የወንጀል ቡድኖችና ሽብር ፇጠራ የወንጀል መከላከል ዘርፍ -  
51 የተቋሙ ጥናትና ምርምር ቡድን 1987 አአ የፎቶግራፍ ሥራና ፎቶ-ጆርናሊዝም የሰ/ሀ/ቴ/ማ/ዘርፍ -  
52 የተቋሙ ጥናትና ምርምር ቡድን 1986 አአ ስለፖሊስ ሠራዊት ሙዚየም አቋቋምና አዯረጃጀት የሚገልጽ ጥናታዊ ዘገባ የሰ/ሀ/ቴ/ማ/ዘርፍ -  
53 የተቋሙ ጥናትና ምርምር ቡድን 1983 አአ የፖሊስ ሠራዊት አባሎች የሥራ ችሎታና ሥነምግባር ምስክርነትን 

በተመለከተ የተዯረገ ጥናት 

የሰ/ሀ/ቴ/ማ/ዘርፍ -  

54 ኤልያስመኩሪያ 1982 አአ የሕዝባዊ ፖሊስ ሠራዊት የሬድዮና ቴሌቪዥን ጉዳይ የሰ/ሀ/ቴ/ማ/ዘርፍ -  
55 የተቋሙ ጥናትና ምርምር ቡድን 1976 አአ የአብዮታዊ ፖሊስ ሠራዊት በአዲሱ አቋም መሠረት የሚያስፇልግ የድርጅት 

ጥናት 

የሰ/ሀ/ቴ/ማ/ዘርፍ -  

56 የተቋሙ ጥናትና ምርምር ቡድን 1960 አአ ለፖሊስ ሠራዊት የሚያስፇልግ የሰው ሀይል እና ድርጅት መግለጫ የሰ/ሀ/ቴ/ማ/ዘርፍ -  
57 የተቋሙ ጥናትና ምርምር ቡድን - አአ በፖሊስ ሠራዊት  እስከ5  ዓመት የሚያስፇል የሰው ኃይል አመዳዯብ ጠቋሚ 

ጥናት 

የሰ/ሀ/ቴ/ማ/ዘርፍ -  

58 የተቋሙ ጥናትና ምርምር ቡድን - አአ የህዝባዊና ዴሞክራሲያዊት ሪፐብሊክ ኢትዮጵያ የህዝባዊ ፖሊስ ሠራዊት 
የጥናት ይዘት አጠቃላይ አስተዋጽኦ 

የሰ/ሀ/ቴ/ማ/ዘርፍ -  

59 የተቋሙ ጥናትና ምርምር ቡድን - አአ ስለጦር መሣሪያና ትጥቅ ፇቃድ አሰጣጥና አያያዝ ረቂቅ አዋጅ የወንጀል መከላከል ዘርፍ -  
60        
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Appendix G 

 

Research Output Assessment Questions 

1. Title ___________________________________________________________ 

2. Researcher‘s Name: _______________________________________________ 

3. Year the research conducted ______________   Area of Research ___________ 

4. Issues raised related to the police services      

             

5. The targets audiences of the research       

             

6. The research report is:  Published              Not published    

7. The research report is: individual work    Team work        

8. The research report is: Desk Research      Field Research   

9. The research report was conducted by:  the commission only   

       in collaboration           

10.   

11. The sponsor(s) of the research:        

             

12.  The purpose of the Sponsor(s)        
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